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Lipids and their secondary metabolites function as energy storage molecules, structural 
components in cellular membranes, and messengers that can alter cellular function.  Imaging the 
distributions of various lipid species within tissues and cells can yield insight into the mechanism 
by which lipids influence health and disease.  In this thesis, mass spectrometry (MS) is used to 
identify the structures of various lipid species and image their distributions in parallel with 
specific organelles and proteins in cell populations and individual cells.  
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique that can detect a wide variety of 
biomolecules, including lipids and proteins, directly and with chemical specificity.  MS employs 
an ion source, mass analyzer, and detector to identify analytes in a sample based on their mass-
to-charge ratio (m/z).  In addition to imparting charge upon analytes, ion sources have been 
designed with imaging modalities for visualizing the spatial distributions of ions with specific 
m/z in samples, including cells and tissues.  The ion source utilized determines whether a 
distinctive label must be incorporated into the biomolecules of interest to permit identification.  
For example, ionization sources that impart charges on large biomolecules without fragmentation 
enable the identification of unlabeled lipid species based on their exact mass.  This chemical 
specificity is essential for the label-free detection of lipids and identification of their precise 
structures.  Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) and the ion source used for time-of-flight 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) can ionize lipids and other large biomolecules 
without fragmentation, so these approaches can be applied to unlabeled samples.  In contrast, 
ionization sources that extensively fragment biomolecules into mono- and di-atomic secondary 
ions, such as that employed by the Cameca NanoSIMS 50, necessitate labeling the biomolecule 
of interest with a distinct atom, such as a rare stable isotope, to allow for distinction of its 
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secondary ions from those of other cellular species.  Mass analyzers, the second component of 
mass spectrometers, separate the secondary ions based on their m/z, and may allow for 
fragmentation and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) experiments that aide in species 
identification.  The last component, the detector, is utilized for the amplification and detection of 
electrical current.  For a particular application of mass spectrometry, the ion source, mass 
analyzer, and detector are selected based on the efficacy of ionizing the analytes of interest, the 
mass resolution and degree of fragmentation required for identification, and the sensitivity 
needed for analyte detection, respectively.  
Imaging MS instruments are also equipped with a motorized stage or ion source positioning 
system and corresponding software to automate the collection of individual mass spectra at 
multiple adjacent locations on the sample.  Recording the intensity of the secondary ions 
detected at each region where a mass spectrum was acquired enables the production of images 
that show the distributions of each ion on the sample.  This direct imaging capability provides 
location specificity within a sample, such as which lipid species are preferentially enriched in 
different regions of the plasma membrane versus those present in the bilayer of the endoplasmic 
reticulum. 
Here, DESI and TOF-SIMS were used to image lipids, organelles, and proteins in cell 
populations and individual cells.  DESI can image lipids with a lateral resolution on the scale of 
tens of microns, so it is well suited for elucidating lipid structures and distributions in cell 
populations and tissues.  DESI was used to identify and image the different lipid species at 
various regions within cell spheroids that serve as simplified models of solid tumors.  Various 
lipid species were detected throughout a spheroid derived from the highly malignant breast 
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cancer cell line, MDA-MB-231.  Imaging experiments revealed the localization of ether-linked 
lipids to the center of the spheroid where nutrients and oxygen are limited. 
Lipid species were also identified in individual Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells 
using TOF-SIMS, as described in Chapter 3.  TOF-SIMS is well suited for these analyses 
because it is capable of identifying and imaging unlabeled lipids with a lateral resolution of a few 
microns, which is appropriate for identifying the lipid composition within micron-sized 
organelles of mammalian cells.  Specifically, diglycerides (DAGs) and triglycerides (TAGs) 
were detected in the lipid droplets within individual MDCK cells, and the specific fatty acid 
chains within these DAGs and TAGs were elucidated using tandem MS fragmentation patterns.  
Imaging MS indicated that identified DAG species did not result from the fragmentation of 
phosphatidylcholine (PC) species, but may have been produced by the fragmentation of TAG 
species during ionization.  In Chapter 4, TOF-SIMS tandem MS was used to detect tubules of the 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) within human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells transfected to contain 
a high number of endoplasmic reticulum-plasma membrane (ER-PM) junctions.  ER detection 
was based on characteristic ions produced from the fragmentation of a commercial dye, ER-
Tracker Blue-White DPX®.  Identified ions included pentafluorophenyl and fluoride anions that 
could be detected using TOF-SIMS.   
Finally, Chapter 5 describes the development of gold nanoparticles conjugated to avidin that 
can be used to label specific biotinylated proteins on the surface of transfected HEK cells.  The 
presence of a carbon-13-labeled lysine linker in these gold nanoparticle-avidin constructs will 
allow for the location of the label to be identified by detecting the carbon-13-containing mono- 




These works highlight the versatility of imaging MS techniques as they apply to both cell 
populations and single cell samples.  The characteristic m/z of the detected ions provided the 
chemical specificity needed to differentiate between specific biomolecules and other cellular 
components composed of the same basic building blocks.  Additionally, imaging modalities with 
different spatial resolutions provided the location specificity needed to study samples consisting 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Mass Spectrometry  
Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful analytical tool that has been instrumental in the 
characterization of various biological systems.  Characterized by the presence of an ion source, 
mass analyzer, and detector, mass spectrometers detect species based on their mass-to-charge 
ratio (m/z).  Imaging cellular lipids, organelles, and proteins using MS imaging yields specific, 
chemical information about these species with location specificity.  Depending on the species 
and biological samples of interest, the MS technique chosen for analysis should probe the 
analytes of interest directly and include imaging capabilities on a length scale that is adequate for 
resolving the features of interest.  This thesis includes work performed on two different types of 
mass spectrometers for the identification and imaging of various unlabeled lipid species within 
cell populations and individual cells without the need for a label.  Organelle and protein 
detection are also addressed using specifically designed labels that have an affinity for the 
component of interest and produce distinctive secondary ions.  These methods provide new 
opportunities to gain unique insight from cells and tissues by broadening the range of cellular 
components that can be detected and imaged using mass spectrometry. 
The first MS experiments described in this thesis were performed using a hybrid Thermo 
LTQ-Orbitrap XL outfitted with a desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) source.1, 2  Similar 
to its parent technique, electrospray ionization, DESI uses a solvent spray for analyte ionization 
and is performed at ambient pressure.3-5  However, in a DESI experiment, the pure solvent spray 
is directed at a two-dimensional (2D) sample and ions are desolved from the sample surface.  For 
biological samples such as tissues and sections, DESI eliminates the need for cell lysis and is 
capable of mass spectrometry imaging (MSI).6-8  The soft ionization characteristic of DESI 
results in the ionization of both small molecule analytes such as amino acids and larger 
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biomolecules such as lipids and peptides.  The hybrid nature of the Thermo LTQ-Orbitrap XL 
affords the unique capabilities of both the linear trap quadrupole (LTQ) and the Orbitrap in mass 
analysis during DESI experiments.1, 2, 9, 10  LTQ analysis was rapid and provided various 
iterations of fragmentation for tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), including multi-stage 
MS/MS (MSn).  Analysis using the Orbitrap produced spectra with the high mass accuracy and 
mass resolution required for distinguishing isobaric lipid species. 
The second technique utilized for the thesis research reported herein, time-of-flight 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS), was performed on a PHI nanoTOF II Parallel 
Imaging MS/MS instrument.11, 12  This instrument features a clustered bismuth SIMS ion source 
and a TOF mass analyzer.  SIMES is performed under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), so biological 
samples must be preserved to maintain the organization of the biomolecule assemblages, such as 
the plasma membrane, and the component distribution within it.  During a SIMS experiment, the 
sample is irradiated with a primary ion source, and primary ion collisions at the sample surface 
produce the secondary ions collected for mass analysis.13-15  Resulting secondary ions will range 
in size from larger biomolecules, such as those produced during DESI ionization, to very small 
mono- and di-atomic species.  Using a TOF mass analyzer, ions are separated based on their 
flight time in a drift tube, which is directly related to their m/z.  Secondary ions with higher m/z 
are characterized by longer drift times, while those with lower m/z travel to the detector much 
faster.  In many SIMS experiments performed in the negative ion mode, secondary electrons are 
also collected, producing secondary electron images that can reveal sample topography and cell 
morphology. 
Another type of SIMS instrument, the Cameca NanoSIMS 50, has higher resolution 
capabilities and is capable of mapping lipids in single cells.14-18  While not used directly in this 
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work, it is worth mentioning because strategies were developed to enable the detection of new 
components of interest on and within mammalian cells using NanoSIMS.  Previous work in the 
Kraft laboratory has been performed using a Cameca NanoSIMS 50(L) at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory.19-23  This instrument is equipped with a primary cesium (Cs+) ion beam that 
produces negatively charged secondary ions.  Resulting mono- and di-atomic secondary ions 
with up to five different m/z are collected by a magnetic sector mass analyzer, in which ions of 
different m/z are separated based on their radial paths through a magnetic field.  These small 
secondary ions provide information about the elemental and isotopic distribution in sample.  
Because biomolecules from the same class (e.g., different lipids or different proteins) are 
typically composed of the same elements, these ions do not allow different lipid or protein 
species in a native cell to be discriminated from one another.  Therefore, the detection and 
imaging of specific biomolecules within biological samples with a NanoSIMS typically require 
the presence of distinctive elemental or isotopic labels that can be traced back to their 
corresponding precursor molecule for identification.  The high mass resolving power of the 
NanoSIMS allows for distinction between isobaric species that may be more abundant due to 
isotopic labeling in cells.  For example, 12C15N- and 13C14N- both have a nominal mass of 27 but 
can be discriminated with the NanoSIMS. 
Both DESI and SIMS analyses can also be performed in imaging modes.  During MSI 
experiments, a full mass spectrum is acquired at a series of adjacent regions on the sample.  
Because each position on the sample where a mass spectrum was collected corresponds to a pixel 
in an image, images that reveal the intensities of interest at each pixel can be created.  Thus, the 
components within cell samples can be identified without homogenization.  The solvent spray 
that is required for DESI produces a pixel size and spatial resolution on the order of tens of 
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microns, which is appropriate for imaging tissues and other cell populations.  In contrast, SIMS 
and NanoSIMS analyses benefit from smaller beam sizes and are, thus, capable of mapping 
samples, including single cells, with higher lateral resolution (<1 µm).  Three-dimensional (3D) 
imaging can also be performed using both DESI and SIMS.  Using DESI, 3D imaging typically 
requires that samples, such as embedded tissues, be sectioned and imaged individually.  The 
resulting 2D images can then be stacked to produce a 3D image.  In contrast, 3D imaging in both 
TOF-SIMS and NanoSIMS imaging can be performed by re-rastering the analysis beam over the 
sample multiple times because a thin layer of material is sputtered from the sample each time an 
image is acquired.  In this thesis, MSI was successfully used to image both cell populations and 
single cells in three dimensions. 
1.2  Lipids and the Plasma Membrane 
Lipids serve as energy storage, signaling, and structural components in cells.  The most 
common cellular lipid structure is characterized by the presence of a glycerol backbone that is 
esterified with hydrophobic fatty acid tails and possibly a hydrophilic phosphate-head group 
moiety, as seen in Figure 1.1.  Esterification of the glycerol backbone and three hydrophobic 
fatty acid chains produces a triglyceride (TAG).  TAGs are storage lipids typically located in 
lipid droplets.  TAGs can be partially metabolized to diglycerides (DAGs), or fully degraded 
during starvation conditions.  DAGs have one fewer fatty acid chain than TAGs, and in addition 
to serving as both signaling and storage lipids, DAGs are also precursor molecules for the 
synthesis of glycerophospholipids (PLs).  Like DAGS, the glycerol backbone in the PL molecule 
is esterified with two hydrophobic fatty acid chains, but a phosphate moiety is attached to the 
third carbon in the glycerol backbone.  The phosphate group is often functionalized with 
additional molecular moieties, conferring additional properties to the lipid molecule.  The 
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identity of the moiety attached to the phosphate headgroup is used to divide the PLs into specific 
classes. 
Like PLs, sphingolipids (SLs) are another type of lipid that has two hydrophobic tails and 
hydrophilic headgroup.  However, unlike PLs, SLs do not contain a glycerol backbone.  Instead, 
SLs are characterized by a sphingosine backbone, which forms one of the SL’s two hydrophobic 
tails.  The sphingosine backbone is conjugated to a fatty acid chain that forms the second 
hydrophobic tail, and one hydrophobic headgroup.  In sphingomyelin (SM), the most common 
SL found in mammalian cells, phosphocholine is the hydrophilic headgroup.  SLs that have a 
saccharide-containing headgroup are call glycosphingolipids.  Glycosphingolipids that contain at 
least one sialic acid group are called gangliosides. 
PLs and SLs organize into lipid bilayers with their hydrophobic fatty acid tails facing inward 
and hydrophilic head groups facing the aqueous exterior.  Lipid bilayers are the basic structural 
unit of the cellular plasma membrane (PM), which is the selectively permeable barrier near the 
perimeter of the cell.  Lipid membranes also form the intracellular membranes that surround the 
organelles within eukaryotic cells, including the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the nuclear 
envelope.  The most abundant PLs in the plasma membrane are phosphatidylcholine (PC), 
phosphatidylserine (PS), and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), seen in Figure 1.2.  Although SM 
is not a PL, it is also abundant in the PM.  Cholesterol also resides in the PM where it is located 
in between lipid molecules and performs both structural and signaling functions.24  Other lipids 
found in mammalian cells include the PLs, phosphatidylinositol (PI) and phosphatidylglycerol 
(PG), and ether-linked species, which are not PL species, seen in Figure 1.2.  Each of these lipid 
classes performs different functions in mammalian cells, so the subtle differences in the 
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structures of these species must be differentiated in order to characterize the lipid expression 
within different mammalian cell types and cell populations. 
The distributions of various lipid species and cholesterol have previously been inferred from 
the distributions of specific membrane proteins that were mapped as a function of cellular lipid 
or cholesterol levels using fluorescence microscopy or electron microscopy to track the 
genetically encoded fluorescent protein constructs or appropriately functionalized antibody 
labels.25-27  However, such inferences of lipid organization are indirect, and have not been 
confirmed with a direct method.  In a few studies, the distributions of specific lipids in 
membranes were directly imaged using lipid-specific affinity labels such as cholera toxin 
subunits or antibodies to SLs for detection, or fluorescent lipids incorporated into cell 
membranes.28-31  However, the presence of bulky fluorophores and complex labels can interfere 
with native lipid trafficking and localization.32-34  Various forms of MS have previously been 
used to map lipid species in biological samples without the need for a label, including DESI-MS 
and TOF-SIMS.  NanoSIMS has also been used to map lipids.  However, a rare stable isotope-
containing lipid precursor, such as 15N- sphingosine and sphinganine or a 13C-fatty acid species, 
would need to be fed to cells to permit identification using the mono- and di-atomic secondary 
ions produced in NanoSIMS analysis.  Unlike large fluorophore labels, nitrogen-15 and carbon-
13 do not interfere with native lipid behavior.  Cholesterol has also been imaged using mass 
spectrometry.23, 35 
In addition to lipids and cholesterol, the plasma membrane of cells also contains various 
proteins that may span the membrane or are affixed to one leaflet by a lipid anchor.  The 
potassium voltage-gated channel Kv2.1 is a highly phosphorylated homo-tetrameric ion channel 
located that spans the plasma membrane of neuronal cells.  Known for the trafficking of 
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potassium ions (K+) through the plasma membrane to regulate neuronal excitability, these ion 
channels also form micron-sized clusters with atypical functionality.36, 37  When clustered, Kv2.1 
channels cease to traffic K+ through the plasma membrane, and instead traffic proteins and ion 
channels from within the cell to its surface, which enables trafficking proteins laterally across the 
cell surface.38  Additionally, Kv2.1 clusters have been observed reshaping the structure of the 
ER.39  The result is the formation of close approximations (7-30 nm) between the plasma 
membrane and the ER, termed endoplasmic reticulum-plasma membrane (ER-PM) junctions.39  
These phenomena have been extensively reproduced in vitro in neuronal cells and human 
embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells transfected to express Kv2.1.39 
Kv2.1/ER/PM complexes, as they have been termed, have been extensively studied in order 
to better characterize their lipid and protein components and the presence of any tethers 
responsible for their behavior and stability.  Previously, Kv2.1 has been reported to co-localize 
with lipid rafts, which are defined as small (200 nm), dynamic regions of plasma membrane that 
are highly enriched with sphingolipids and cholesterol.40  However, the presence of lipid rafts 
has recently been disputed by NanoSIMS analyses that revealed that the regions of elevated 
sphingolipid abundance in the plasma membrane are much larger than 200 nm (one to two 
microns) and are not enriched with cholesterol.20, 21  Recently, the proteins localized to 
Kv2.1/ER/PM complexes that are responsible for stabilizing the ER-PM junctions have been 
identified.41, 42  However, questions remain regarding which lipid species, if any, are selectively 
enriched at Kv2.1/ER/PM complexes.   
Mass spectrometry has been used to visualize proteins that, like Kv2.1, are located on the 
cell surface using labels that enable the protein’s detection using MS techniques, including 
NanoSIMS.  In one approach, gold nanoparticles functionalized with fluorinated alkane thiols 
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have been used to label proteins so that they can be imaged according to the fluorine ions they 
produce during NanoSIMS imaging.19, 43  Alternatively, colloidal gold-labeled secondary 
antibodies that bind to primary antibodies with an affinity for the protein species of interest can 
be detected according to the 197Au- ions they produce.44  Additionally, MS has been used to 
visualize the nucleus, and more recently, the tubules of the ER were mapped using TOF-SIMS to 
detect the secondary ions produced by a commercial dye that localizes to the ER.12, 45, 46  
MS is an appealing technique for imaging the distributions of lipids, organelles, and proteins 
on and within cells because it serves as a chemically specific and direct imaging approach.  MSI 
eliminates the need to lyse cell samples in order to analyze their composition, and also provides 
spatial information about analyte distribution.  Cellular components can be distinguished without 
a label based on their component-specific m/z alone, or by using labels that are incorporated 
specifically into the component of interest within the cell samples.  Additionally, MS can detect 
directly detect the intracellular locations of these lipid species in relation to organelle-specific 
labels, enabling one to differentiate between lipids that present in the PM and those that form the 
ER membrane.  Lastly, the imaging modalities of MS allow for 2D and 3D visualization of 
components of interest in cells, providing information about the lateral distributions of lipids and 
proteins, and the structures of organelles. 
1.3  Thesis Scope 
This thesis explores how different forms of mass spectrometry, namely DESI-MS and TOF-
SIMS, can be utilized to characterize component distribution in various biological samples, 
including lipid mapping in 3D cell cultures, identification of the DAG and TAG molecules 
detected within individual mammalian cells, and the use of an organelle-specific dye as a tag that 
enables the detection of a specific organelle within individual mammalian cells.  Additional work 
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also focused on efforts to synthesize and functionalize gold nanoparticles with component-
specific affinity labels that would enable their use for detecting and imaging specific proteins 
using a NanoSIMS 50 instrument. 
In Chapter Two, DESI-MS is used perform 3D imaging on cells that were cultured to form 
spheroids.  This chapter focuses on culturing cells to create breast cancer tumor models in vitro 
that can be used to identify the specific lipid species they contain and their distribution within the 
spheroid using DESI-MS.  Sectioned spheroids were found to have regional elevations of certain 
lipid species that are related to the gradient of oxygen and nutrient concentration induced by the 
growth of spheroids above approximately 600 µm.  The ability to image spheroids in 3D 
confirmed the conservation of lipid elevations throughout the spheroid. 
In Chapter Three, the structures of abundant DAG and TAG species within Madin-Darby 
canine kidney (MDCK) cells were identified using TOF-SIMS.  Cells incorporated unlabeled 
(natural abundance) exogenous fatty acid species into the DAGs and TAGs that were ionized, 
fragmented, and identified using TOF-SIMS.  Identifications were confirmed by treating 
identical cell cultures with exogenous uniformly carbon-13-labeled fatty acids (UL-13C-fatty 
acids). These UL-13C-fatty acids were incorporated into the lipids within the MDCK cells and 
the labeled DAG and TAG species were identified.   
Chapter Four focuses on the use of TOF-SIMS analysis for the detection and imaging of the 
ER using a commercial stain that selectively accumulates in the ER.  Individual cells containing 
ER-PM junctions were analyzed, and the 19F- ions and other peaks with m/z characteristic of 
larger fragments of the fluorescent ER-specific stain, ER-Tracker Blue-White DPX©, were 
detected.  The resulting single cell images map the localization of the ER in tandem with 
localization of other biomolecules of interest in the MDCK cell.  Construction of 3D images 
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highlights the membrane tubules formed by the ER as it extends outward from the center of the 
cell towards the plasma membrane.  Experiments in this chapter also highlight the advantages 
provided by the PHI nanoTOF II Parallel Imaging MS/MS instrument in which full MS spectra 
are collected simultaneously with MS/MS data. 
Chapter Five discuss progress towards labeling a specific membrane protein, the Kv2.1 ion 
channel, on the surface of cells, which will be the focus of future NanoSIMS imaging 
experiments.  Conditions for metabolically labeling sphingolipids and cholesterol within HEK 
cells with different rare stable isotopes, and the successful transfection of these cells to express 
biotinylated Kv2.1 ion channels, were optimized.  This chapter also details the synthesis of gold 
nanoparticles and their functionalization with distinct isotopes and avidin that will permit the 
detection of Kv2.1 ion channels on the surface of transfected cells using NanoSIMS imaging.  
While not yet completed, a combination of these strategies for selectively labeling the 
sphingolipids, cholesterol, ER, and Kv2.1 ion channels with either different rare stable isotopes 
or different distinctive elements is expected to enable the identification of whether the 
Kv2.1/ER/PM complexes are enriched with cholesterol and sphingolipids. 
Lastly, Chapter Six draws conclusions about this work, and offers an outlook on future 




1.4  Figures 
 
 
Figure 1.1  Glycerolipid species share a glycerol backbone esterified with varying numbers of 
fatty acid species.  Storage lipids, including DAGs and TAGs have two and three fatty acid 
species, respectively, esterified to the glycerol backbone.  In contrast, two types of lipids that are 
abundant in the bilayer of the plasma membrane consist of a phosphate and head group moiety in 
addition to two fatty acid chains.  The head group moiety, along with the length and degree of 
unsaturation of the fatty acid chains impart specific characteristics on the lipid species.  
Sphingolipids are a class of membrane lipid with a sphingosine backbone, one fatty acid species, 












































Figure 1.2  Each glycerophospholipid species is characterized by a glycerol backbone, two fatty 
acid chains, a phosphate group, and a headgroup.  Ether-linked lipids are characterized by the 
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CHAPTER 2: THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESI-MS IMAGING OF HUMAN BREAST 
CANCER SPHEROIDS REVEALS ETHER-LIPID LOCALIZATION TO SPHEROID 
REGIONS1  
2.1  Introduction 
Cancerous cells have many unique properties that enable their survival and enhance their 
malignancy, such as increased de novo fatty acid synthesis and the ability to survive more 
extreme conditions, including hypoxia.1-3  The behavior of cancerous cells is further complicated 
by their growth into tumors with characteristics different than their single cell counterparts.  The 
result is altered lipid, protein, and gene expression in cancerous cells and cancerous tumors.  
Altogether, these factors provide unique challenges in the study of cancerous cells, as traditional 
two-dimensional (2D) cell culture does not serve as an appropriate model.4  To overcome the 
issues related to the simplicity of 2D cell culture, animal models serve as more complex systems 
that can be utilized along the pipeline of cancer research.  However, animal models remain 
expensive, require additional laboratory infrastructure and personnel training for use, and 
problems that arise may become difficult to pinpoint due to the nature of experimenting with a 
living system.  To overcome the resulting gap between the use of traditional 2D cell culture and 
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more complex animal models, cells have been cultured in three dimensions to produce tumor-
like spheroids with characteristics analogous to cancerous tumors.5, 6 
Cells grown in three-dimensional (3D) cell cultures form spheroids with diameters as large 
as 1 mm and are characterized by three distinct regions of cellular behavior.7  On the outer edges 
of a growing spheroid, where there is adequate access to oxygen and nutrients, cells are actively 
proliferating to expand the spheroid diameter.  In contrast, at the center of a spheroid, where 
access to oxygen and nutrients is severely limited, a hypoxic core forms where cells are most 
necrotic.  In between these two extremes, cells are mostly nascent.  The behavior of cells in 
spheroids is comparable to the behavior of cancerous cells in a tumor, making 3D cell culture a 
viable tumor model in areas such as cancer drug development and delivery, cell-cell interaction, 
and metastasis.   
Changes in the lipidome of cancerous cells in vitro have also been well-documented as they 
relate to the Warburg effect.2, 3  In 3D cell culture, changes to the lipidome due to the cancerous 
nature of cells will be additionally altered by changes in cell behaviors related to their altered 
access to oxygen and nutrients within the spheroid.  The altered expression of 
glycerophospholipid (PL) species is of interest as it relates to cell proliferation and health.  
Composed of a glycerol backbone, PLs contain two fatty acid species and a phosphate-
containing headgroup.  PLs are distinguished based on their head group moiety and specific fatty 
acid chain lengths and degrees of unsaturation.  Various lipid species containing different head 
group moieties, such as phosphatidylcholine (PC), phosphatidylinositol (PI), phosphatidylserine 
(PS), phosphatidylglycerol (PG), and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), can be seen in Figures 
2.1A-E.  Included in this figure are also sphingomyelin (SM) and an ether-linked PE in Figures 
2.1F and G, respectively.  SM has a structure analogous to that of PLs, with a sphingosine 
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backbone, one fatty acid chain, and a phosphocholine headgroup.  Ether-linked species, such as 
the PE (pPE) seen in Figure 2.1G, have the same basic PL structure, but the sn-1 position 
contains a vinyl ether-linked fatty alcohol.  These species can also contain a given headgroup, 
such as the ethanolamine, which are called plasmalogens.  Plasmalogens are another lipid species 
of interest in spheroid growth due to their tendency to protect some human cells in hypoxic 
events.8-12  It is important to note that isomers of pPEs are plasmanylethanolamine (aPE) lipid 
species, which have an ether linkage at the sn-1 position and a double bond elsewhere in the fatty 
alcohol chain.  Any technique chosen in the study of lipids in cancerous cells and spheroids must 
have the chemical specificity to differentiate between these subtle lipid structure differences. 
Various analytical techniques have been utilized in the study of 3D cell culture models, 
including non-invasive techniques such as fluorescence microscopy, autoradiography, and more 
recently, mass spectrometry (MS) imaging.  Fluorescence microscopy has been used to map the 
delivery of drug molecules into spheroids,14 the movement of cell types throughout spheroids,15 
and the migration of metastatic cells out of spheroids into neighboring tissues.  Fluorescence 
microscopy, however, suffers from several disadvantages.  First, the target must be labeled with 
a fluorophore or fluorescent tag, which can be bulky, interfering with native cellular behavior.  
Additionally, the need for a label requires prior knowledge of the target and, potentially, a 
corresponding synthesis.  For example, in addition to labeling the drug of interest, a target 
protein, lipid, or cell type may need to be labeled as well.  Lastly, there is a limit to how many 
analytes may be detected at once by the number of filters available on a given fluorescence 
microscope, along with considerations that must be made to avoid spectral overlap and 
photobleaching.  Autoradiography suffers from many challenges similar to fluorescence 
microscopy with the need for detection of a radiolabel.  Therefore, mapping of 3D systems 
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would benefit from a technique that requires neither a label nor prior knowledge of the potential 
targets of interest, such as mass spectrometry imaging. 
Mass spectrometry (MS) is an attractive analytical technique for studying 3D culture 
systems because detection of species based on their mass-to-charge (m/z) value will provide 
chemical specificity and imaging modes can provide location specificity.  Use of m/z also allows 
for non-targeted approaches typically not permitted through fluorescence microscopy because 
any molecular target that ionizes in the given conditions can be detected and identified.  
However, unlike fluorescence imaging, spheroids and tissues must be sectioned, and resulting 
2D images reconstructed to form 3D models of overall distributions.  Matrix-assisted laser 
desorption ionization-MS (MALDI-MS) has commonly been used for imaging spheroid sections 
because of its high lateral resolution.16-18  Recently, drug and antibody penetration and 
localization into a spheroid have been imaged for treatment of colon cancer.19  Due to the nature 
of its ionization, MALDI is performed under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and requires the 
application of a matrix prior to analysis.  We sought to explore whether a different ionization 
technique, namely desorption electrospray ionization (DESI), could be used to map the lipids 
present in breast cancer cell spheroids and whether these lipid species were localized to different 
spheroid regions related to their access to oxygen and nutrients. 
DESI is a soft ionization technique performed at ambient pressure that does not require the 
application of a matrix.20-22  During analysis, a charged solvent plume, produced in a manner 
similar to traditional electrospray ionization, is directed towards the surface of a sample and can 
be performed in an imaging mode.23-25  Solvent is chosen to ionize analytes of interest and 
creates a thin solvent layer on the sample surface.  Collisions between primary solvent droplets 
and the thin solvent layer create smaller analyte-containing secondary droplets that desorb from 
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the sample surface and travel towards the mass spectrometer inlet due to the pressure differential.  
This “soft” ionization technique allows for the ionization of larger, intact biomolecules such as 
PLs.  DESI sources can be coupled to various commercial mass spectrometers, such as the 
hybrid Thermo LTQ-Orbitrap XL used here.26  This instrument combines the tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS/MS) capabilities of the linear trap quadrupole (LTQ) with the high mass 
resolution and mass accuracy of the Orbitrap.27-29  Together, these two mass analyzers provide 
the chemical specificity required for to distinguish between lipid species of the same nominal 
mass and identify unique structural characteristics. 
To determine whether DESI-MS imaging can be used to visualize lipid species present in 
breast cancer cell spheroids in three dimensions, optimal conditions for the growth of the highly 
malignant breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 into spheroids were determined.  Intact 
spheroids were embedded, frozen, and sectioned.  DESI-MS imaging was performed using the 
Obritap mass analyzer for each section.  In-house software was used to create 2D ion images of 
each spheroid section and map species of interest.  Various lipid species were localized to 
differing regions of the spheroid, relative to their access to the outer edge of the spheroid.  Lipid 
species in images were identified based on their m/z using the high mass accuracy of the Orbitrap 
and confirmed via fragmentation with the LTQ.  From 2D image sections, the lipid distribution 
of MDA-MB-231 spheroids can be visualized in three dimensions.  These proof-of-concept 
results demonstrate the versatility of DESI-MS imaging of lipids in 3D cell culture tumor models 






2.2  Materials and Methods  
Materials 
Solvents were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific and Avantor Performance 
Materials/Macron Fine Chemicals at high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) – grade 
purities.  Agarose and 96-well plates were also purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific.  MDA-
MB-231 cells were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC).  Positively-
charged microscope slides were obtained from LabMed LLC and polystyrene-coated 
hydrophobic slides with 30 2-mm diameter wells were purchased from Thermo Fisher 
Scientific/Electron Microscopy Services.  Nitrogen gas was purchased from S.J. Smith Welding 
Company.  Medium (1X) contains DMEM-F12, 15 mM HEPES, epidermal growth factor, 
insulin, cholera toxin, hydrocortisone, 5 % horse serum, and penicillin streptomycin (PenStrep) 
Cell and Spheroid Culture 
In 2D culture plates, MDA-MB-231 cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle 
medium (DMEM) containing 4.5 g/L glucose, non-essential amino acids (NEAA) solution, 1 
mM sodium pyruvate, 10 % FBS, and PenStrep.  Cells were passaged every 3-5 days and 
maintained for use until passage number 20.  In both 2D and 3D cultures, cells were incubated at 
37ºC in 5% CO2. 
Spheroid plates were prepared as previously described.6, 16  Briefly, a 15 mg/mL solution of 
agarose in deionized water was prepared and autoclaved (20 minutes at 250ºC).  Meanwhile, 2X 
medium was warmed to ~80ºC in a water bath.  After autoclaving was complete, and before the 
solution solidified, the agarose and 2X medium solutions were combined 1:1 (v/v).  A volume of 
50 µL of agarose solution was added to each well in a sterile environment and allowed to cool.  
The result is the formation of concave structures in each well where cells can settle for spheroid 
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formation.  As previously detailed, the outer 36 wells were not utilized due to concerns regarding 
rapid medium evaporation that could be detrimental to proper cell growth and proliferation.  
After cooling, plates were sealed and stored up to one week at 4ºC. 
Optimal conditions for the growth of MDA-MB-231 spheroids up to ~1 mm in diameter 
were determined by adjusting the culture medium, seeding densities, and growth time.  MDA-
MB-231 spheroids grew best over the course of 14 days in DMEM/F-12 medium containing 15 
mM HEPES, EGF, insulin, CT, hydrocortisone, 5% horse serum, penicillin, and streptomycin.  
Spheroids grown in this medium, typically used in the culture of MCF10A cells, resulted in 
spheroids that grew larger and stayed compact throughout growth and embedding.  Spheroid 
growth plateaued at seeding densities between 6000 and 10 000 cells/well. 
MDA-MB-231 cells were enzymatically digested from 2D culture plates using 0.025 % 
trypsin and cells were counted for concentration in suspension using a hemacytometer.  Cells 
were added to spheroid wells at seeding densities between 6000 and 10 000 cells/well.  Medium 
was added to a final volume of 200 µL.  Every two to three days, cell medium was carefully 
removed via pipette and replaced with fresh medium.  Spheroids were grown up to 14 days. 
Spheroid Embedding and Slide Mounting 
Spheroids that grew to approximately 800 µm or larger were considered ready for 
embedding and sectioning.  Medium was removed from each well and spheroids were rinsed via 
addition of 200 µL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution.  Using a 1000 µL pipette, 
spheroids were carefully removed from wells and transferred into 5 % carboxymethylcellulose 
(CMC) for embedding.  Spheroids in CMC were frozen at -80ºC and sectioned at 16 µm using 
the Leica CM3050 S cryostat in the Core Facilities at the Carl R. Woese Institute of Genomic 
Biology (University of Illinos, Urbana, IL).  Consecutive sections were thaw-mounted on slides 
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with the same orientation to ensure consistency during imaging and visualization.  Sections were 
numbered starting with the first section suspected to contain a section of spheroid throughout the 
entire diameter.  Slides containing spheroid sections were stored at -80ºC. 
DESI-MS Imaging 
DESI-MS was performed using an LTQ-Orbitrap XL mass spectrometer fitted with a 
Prosolia 2D OmniSspray (Indianapolis, IN) ion source and an extended inlet capillary.  A 3:1 
ratio of chloroform to methanol (v/v) was used as the DESI solvent spray and delivered to the 
sample surface at a flow rate of 4.0 µL/min via a Harvard Pump 11 dual syringe pump.  Ultra-
high purity nitrogen at a line pressure of 240 PSI was used as the nebulizing gas.  Spray voltage 
was set to -5V and the capillary inlet was maintained at 300ºC.  Imaging was performed using 
the Orbitrap mass analyzer in the negative ion mode with the following instrument parameters: 
m/z range = 600 – 1000, resolution setting = 100 000 at m/z 400, 1 microscan, 500 ms ion 
injection time, tube lens voltage = 110 V.  Prior to imaging, instrument parameters were 
optimized for lipids using mouse brain tissue samples. 
An optical image of each thaw-mounted spheroid was taken before MS imaging using an 
EVOS FL cell imaging system.  Consecutive sections from the same spheroid were imaged back-
to-back over ~38 hours to minimize both day-to-day and instrument variation.  The stage was 
programmed to perform a start point constant velocity 1.5 x 1.5 µm image of each spheroid 
section with a 50 µm step-size.  Imaging was performed along a horizontal row across the 
sample before moving vertically to the next row.  Using ProteoWizard, Thermo Fisher Scientific 
RAW data files were converted into mzXML files, which were loaded into an in-house software 
package for visualization.30   
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Image sections were manually aligned according to section interior and edge features 
conserved between sections.  Sections 9-10, 12-15, 17-19, 21-30, 32-39, 41, and 43 were used to 
create 3D visualizations.  Sections that did not contain reognizable features due to compression 
during sectioning or uneven edges were not included in 3D images.  Stacks were created in 
ImageJ with voxel depth set to 0.1 and 3D images were created using the 3D viewer plugin.  To 
create cross-section images, all images were cropped to the same dimension and stacked. 
Spheroid Preparation for Fragmentation and MS/MS 
To identify the lipid species detected in images, MS/MS was performed on an identically 
grown MDA-MB-231 spheroid.  Briefly, on day 18, medium was removed from wells and 
spheroids designated for MS/MS were washed with 200 µL PBS solution and digested with 100 
µL of 0.025 % trypsin for 10 minutes at 37ºC in a 5 % CO2 environment.  Resulting cells were 
removed from wells and combined in a centrifuge tube.  Wells were rinsed with 150 µL PBS 
solution and combined with cell solution to ensure the maximum number of cells were collected.  
The cell suspension was centrifuged at 1600 rpm for three minutes at 25ºC, vortexed, and spun 
again.  After supernatant was removed, the cell pellet was resuspended in 1 mL of 50 mM 
NH4HCO2 (pH ~6.6) and spun again, as previously described.  Following removal of the 
majority of supernatant, cells were deposited in 2 µL aliquots on uncoated sample spot regions of 
diagnostic slides and dried under N2.  This process was repeated a total of five times.  Multi-
stage tandem mass spectrometry (MSn) was performed using collision-induced dissociation using 
the LTQ.  Analysis was performed in the negative ion mode with the following parameters: 
isolation width = 1.0 m/z, normalized collision energy = 30 %, activation Q = 0.25, activation 




2.3  Results and Discussion 
Spheroids were grown using the highly malignant cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 because of 
its observed resilience in low nutrient conditions during in vitro 2D culture.  Spheroid growth 
conditions, including medium, seeding densities, and incubation times, were optimized to 
reproducibly grow spheroids for DESI-MS imaging.  MDA-MB-231 cells reproducibly formed 
compact spheroids when cultured in cell medium typically used in the culture of non-malignant 
breast cancer cell line MCF10A.  Seeding densities between 6000 and 10 000 cells/well resulted 
in the growth of MDA-MB-231 spheroids to between 600 and 900 µm over the course of 14 
days.  Figure 2.2A shows the size and shape of an MDA-MB-231 spheroid in its well on day 14.  
Spheroids were reproducibly compact and durable when grown using cells of different passage 
numbers and different plates.  After being embedded in CMC and frozen overnight, an MDA-
MB-231 spheroid (passage #14) was sectioned at 16 µm and thaw-mounted on positively-
charged slides.  As seen in Figure 2.2B, sections remained intact during this process.  Thirty-
nine consecutive sections, numbered 6 through 44, were thaw-mounted with the same orientation 
and imaged using DESI-MS.  The first section imaged was section six because sections one 
through five did not actually contain any spheroid as thought during sectioning.  Because these 
sections are large enough to be seen with the naked eye, they were easily aligned for imaging 
starting in the top left corner.  Optical images were taken after DESI-MS imaging and revealed 
that sections remained mostly unaffected by imaging, as seen in Figure 2.2C.  While a thin layer 
of cellular material was likely removed from DESI-MS imaging, a comparison of these before 
and after images reveals that sections, including edges, remained intact and could be used for 
histological or antibody staining as complementary visualization techniques.31 
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Collected image files were visualized using in-house software, as previously described.30  A 
row in section 25 was selected as a region of interest (ROI) to visualize an averaged full 
spectrum, seen in Figure 2.3.  The TIC image shows the overall size and shape of the spheroid 
section, located about halfway through the spheroid.  The spectrum shown in Figure 2.3 is a an 
average of all spectra collected in these pixels.  Due to the high mass accuracy of the Orbitrap, 
lipids in this full spectrum can be tentatively identified based on their m/z using the LIPID 
MAPS database (http://www.lipidmaps.org).  In the full spectrum, the prominent peak is present 
at m/z 684.60, with other clusters of peaks located at m/z 656.576, 738.662, 788.545, and 
887.566.  Other peaks, at lower intensity, are present in the full spectrum, that are easily 
visualized when magnifying the spectrum in those regions.  Noteworthily, fewer lipid species are 
detected compared to a spectrum typically collected from MDA-MB-231 cell populations in 
traditional 2D culture (data not shown).  This difference between spectra for 2D and 3D cultures 
is likely due to a combination of the thin nature of sections, relatively low number of cells 
present, and small pixel sizes.  Therefore, it is likely that many other lipid species are present in 
the sample, but do not exist at high enough concentrations to be detected at each pixel. 
Lipid identifications were preliminarily assigned based on m/z alone, which is made possible 
by the high mass accuracy measurement of the Orbitrap mass analyzer (2 - 5 ppm). Species were 
then confirmed via their characteristic fragmentation patterns observed in MSn experiments. 32, 33  
For example, the neutral molecule (M) that ionizes via deprotonation to form the [M – H]- ion at 
m/z 750.545 (i.e. 751.553 Da), present at low intensity in the spectrum in Figure 2.3, was 
searched using the LIPID MAPS database.  Search results yielded either p38:4 PE or a38:5 PE.  
These two species can only be distinguished based on their fragmentation patterns, as previously 
described.32  Following the tentative identification of lipid species in the full spectrum, 
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fragmentation experiments were performed via MSn in the LTQ using cells from an identically 
grown spheroid.  This species was then identified as p38:4 PE, an ether-linked lipid.   
Lipids belonging to various different lipid classes, including all those shown in Figure 2.1, 
were identified based on their exact masses and fragmentation patterns.33  Additionally, 
plamalogens with PE head groups were also identified and sometimes differentiated from their 
plasmanyl lipid counterparts.  The identified lipid species are listed in Table 2.1.  Identified PE, 
PS, PG, and PI species ionized as their deprotonated molecular species, while PC and SM lipid 
species ionized as their Zwitterions with chlorine adducts.  Many of these lipid species were also 
identified based on the presence of specific fatty acid species, which are also listed in Table 2.1.  
When fatty acid species are not listed for a given lipid species, signal intensity was not high 
enough to make definitive identifications.  When plasmalogens and plamanyl lipids were 
distinguished, this was indicated by either pPE or aPE, respectively.  If a species identified as a 
potential plasmalogen or plasmanyl lipid could not be distinguished due to low fragmentation 
intensities, it was designated as xPE lipid species.  Some of the species seen in the spectrum in 
Figure 2.3 remained unidentified, even though they were present at higher ion intensities. 
Based on the absolute intensities of each identified lipid species, Figure 2.4 was constructed 
to visualize which lipid classes were the most prominent.  Though this figure does not include 
unidentified species, it is interesting to note the prominence of some lipid classes.  For example, 
PS is a prominent lipid class in cellular plasma membranes, so it is not surprising that many PS 
lipid species were identified and present in a high relative intensity.  In contrast, the other lipid 
classes that constitute the lipid bilayer of the plasma membrane, SM and PC were not prominent 
and not many individual species were identified.  This is likely due to the ionization efficiencies 
of specific lipid classes, especially for lipids such as PC and SM that require an adduct for DESI-
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MS ionization and detection.  Therefore, the high relative intensity of PI species could be 
attributed to high ionization efficiencies and may not indicate an actual upregulation of PI 
species in spheroids.  Species such as m/z 656.576 and 684.607, along with other unidentified 
peaks, were not included in this figure because they may not actually be lipid species.   
Next, images were created for both identified and unidentified peaks to determine whether 
any species were localized to different spheroid regions, related to their access to oxygen and 
nutrients.  Representative spheroid sections (9, 28, 29, and 41) highlighting various m/z are 
shown in Figure 2.5.  Total ion count (TIC) images (Figures 2.5A, E, I, and M) are included to 
demonstrate that any local elevations for specific m/z cannot be attributed to an overall higher 
total ion intensity.  These images also show the overall shape of each spheroid section and 
indicate that the “washing effect” likely did not affect imaging.  Next, visualization of some 
species indicate they are localized to the outer edges of the spheroid, while others were localized 
at higher intensities near the spheroid center.  In sections near the spheroid center, such as 
sections 28 and 29, m/z 709.610 is localized to outer regions of the spheroid (Figures 2.5 F and 
J, respectively).  In contrast, for sections taken from the outer edges of the spheroid, such as 9 
and 41, this same species appears equally distributed throughout the section (Figures 2.5B and 
N).  Together, these images indicate that m/z 709.610 is localized to the outer, highly 
proliferating zone of the spheroid in all three dimensions and may be a molecular species 
characteristic of replicating cells with access to oxygen and nutrients.  Other species, such as m/z 
738.662 and 750.545 were localized with higher intensities near the central, hypoxic core of the 
spheroid.  Especially in sections closer to the hypoxic core, m/z 738.662 is highly localized to the 
core (Figures 2.5G and K) while m/z 750.545 has a moderately increased localization (Figures 
2.5H and L).  In contrast, near the proliferating edges of the spheroid, both m/z 738.662 and 
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750.545 are more evenly distributed, with some minor local elevations (Figures 2.5C and O and 
Figures 2.5D and P, respectively).  These visualizations indicate that both species are likely 
present in the majority of the MDA-MB-231 cells forming this spheroid but are upregulated in 
the cells that are lacking oxygen and nutrients and make up the hypoxic core.  These ion images 
highlight the importance of imaging all sections of a spheroid in order to obtain spatial 
information in all three dimensions. 
Additional ions localized to either the inner or outer regions of the imaged spheroid are 
listed in Table 2.2.  Some of the listed peaks were successfully identified while others remain 
unidentified.  Noteworthily, many of the identified peaks localized to the inner region of the 
spheroid are plasmalogen lipid species, which is not surprising given their implications for 
increased cell survival during periods of hypoxia.  This is consistent with the hypoxic 
environment experienced by cells in spheroids, especially towards the center of a spheroid where 
access to oxygen is severely limited.  Unfortunately, many other species localized to the center 
of the spheroid and all species localized to the outer edges of the spheroid remain unidentified.   
In addition to 2D images, a 3D image was created in order to better visualize the alignment 
of species across sections.  Since spheroids were not embedded with a marker that could be 
ionized and used to align images for 3D images, sections were manually aligned according to 
visible features.  The changing shape of the spheroid prevented the ability to stack all images for 
a 3D model, so select images from the spheroid center, where the shape change is less drastic, 
were used to create the stacks in Figure 2.6.  Stacks were created using images for m/z 709.610 
and 738.662 to represent 3D images of species present in the outer and inner regions of 
spheroids, respectively.  In Figure 2.6A, the 3D image cross-section of m/z 709.610 confirms 
that the localization of this species to the outer region of the spheroid is conserved in all three 
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dimensions.  The dark blue region of low intensity for this species indicates it is likely not 
present, or present at very low amounts, in the hypoxic core.  Using a peak present throughout 
the spheroid to create a 3D image, such as m/z 738.662 in Figure 2.6B, reveals the overall three-
dimensional shape of the spheroid was maintained in sectioning, imaging, and stacking.  A cross-
sectional view of m/z 738.662, seen in Figure 2.6C, reveals that the increased intensity of this 
species near the spheroid core is conserved throughout the spheroid.  These 3D images, along 
with the previously discussed 2D images, highlight the importance of imaging a spheroid in full 
to determine where lipid species are localized throughout the spheroid. 
2.4  Summary and Future Directions 
Here, DESI-MS was successfully used to identify and visualize lipids present in a whole 
spheroid in three dimensions.  Various lipid species with subtle differences were identified based 
on their exact masses and fragmentation patterns.  Ether-linked lipid species were uniquely 
localized to the hypoxic center of the spheroid, though many peaks remain unidentified.  Imaging 
a full spheroid, and the resulting localization of species to different spheroid regions, highlighted 
the importance of performing imaging in three dimensions.  Future spheroid embedding should 
include a reference point that can be detected via DESI-MS imaging, so that images can be more 
easily aligned for 3D visualiation.  Future work would also benefit immensely from additional 
peak identifications, especially for prominent species localized to the outer regions of the 
spheroid, such as m/z 709.610.  A comparison between lipid species present in spheroids with 
those in 2D cultured MDA-MB-231 cells could provide more information on species that are up- 
and down-regulated as a result of conditions produced during 3D cell culture.  Additional studies 
should also utilize post-DESI staining, including use of markers designed for hypoxia to map 
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spheroid regions, providing information on the colocalization of hypoxic regions within the 




2.5  Figures 
 
Figure 2.1  PLs contain a glycerol backbone, two fatty acid species, and a phosphate-containing 
headgroup.  The unique properties characteristic of each lipid species based on its structure is 
related to its function.  A-E.  PC, PI, PS, PG, and PE each contain a specific head group that 
imparts unique characteristics related to lipid function.  F.  Sphingomyelin (SM) contains the 
same basic structure, but with a sphingosine backbone, one fatty acid species, and a 
phosphocholine headgroup like PC.  G.  Some lipids, like pPE, contain a vinyl ether-linked fatty 












































































































Figure 2.2  MDA-MB-231 human breast cancer cells form spheroids that can be sectioned for 
DESI-MS imaging.  A.  On day 14, MDA-MB-231 cells grown in 3D culture plates reproducibly 
formed compact spheroids with diameters ranging in size from 600 to 900 µm.  B.  Spheroids 
were successfully sectioned and remained intact after being thaw-mounted on slides.  C.  After 
DESI-MS imaging, sections are available for use in immunological or histological staining.  









Figure 2.3  In-house imaging software was used to select an ROI from a data file and the 
resulting Orbitrap spectrum, which is an average across selected pixels, was used to tentatively 
identify lipid species based on m/z and the LIPID MAPS database. 
  




























Figure 2.4  Lipid species identified in a spheroid of MDA-MB-231 cells belonged to various 
different classes and their intensities in a full spectrum were compared.  PI species were the most 
intense identified lipids.  Other lipid species identified included PE and pPE, along with SM, PC, 
PE, and PG.  The actual intensity of each lipid class cannot be determined without the presence 
of a standard to account for differences in ionization efficiencies characteristic of lipids with 




















Figure 2.5  In-house software was used to visualize representative sections of a spheroid to 
localize species of interest to different spheroid regions including the hypoxic core and 
proliferating outer edges.  TIC images (A, E, I, and M) highlight the overall shape of each 
section and indicate that the “washing effect” likely did not affect the localization of given 
species.  The species at m/z 709.610 is evenly distributed in sections near the spheroid edge (B 
and N) and localized only to the outer edges of more central spheroid sections (F and J).  
Noteworthily, this species is absent from the hypoxic core of the spheroid (F and J), though it 
remains unidentified from both exact mass and tandem mass spectrometry experiments.  In 
contrast, the species at m/z 738.662 (C, G, K, and O) is more evenly distributed throughout the 
spheroid, with local elevations near the spheroid core.  This species also remained unidentified.  
Lastly, m/z 750.545, identified as a 38:4 pPE, has moderate elevations near the hypoxic core, but 
otherwise remains evenly distributed throughout the spheroid sections (D, H, L, and P).  Scale 
bar (A) is 500 µm. 
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Figure 2.6  Stacking 2D images to create 3D visualizations of spheroids confirms that 
localization of species is conserved between sections and highlights the overall shape of the 
spheroid.  A.  The cross-section 3D image of m/z 709.610 confirms that the localization of this 
species to the outer edges of the spheroid is conserved throughout the spheroid.  B.  Stacking the 
m/z 738.662 images results in a 3D visualization of the whole spheroid and its overall shape.  C.  
A cross-section 3D view of m/z 738.662 shows its higher intensity at the spheroid core is 
conserved throughout the spheroid.  
m/z 709.610 m/z 738.662 m/z 738.662A B C
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2.6  Tables 
Table 2.1  Lipids were identified based on their exact masses from Orbitrap spectra during 
imaging and via fragmentation and MS/MS on identically grown spheroids. 
 
Species Detected m/z Theoretical m/z Ion R1/R2 
PE 












36:1 728.560 728.560 [M-H]- 
16:0-1/20:1 
18:0-1/18:1 




34:1 700.529 700.529 [M-H]-  
38:3 752.560 752.560 [M-H]-  
PS 




36:1 788.545 788.545 [M-H]- 
18:0/18:1 
18:1/18:0 
38:2 814.560 814.560 [M-H]-  
38:1 816.576 816.576 [M-H]-  
40:2 842.592 842.592 [M-H]-  
PC 
32:1 766.516 766.516 [M+Cl]-  
34:1 794.547 794.547 [M+Cl]- 
16:1/18:0 
18:0/16:1 
36:2 820.563 820.563 [M+Cl]- 
18:1/18:1 
18:2/18:0 





Table 2.1 (cont.) 
SM 42:2 847.646 847.647 [M+Cl]-  
PG 
36:2 773.534 773.534 [M-H]- 
18:1/18:1 
18:2/18:0 













38:5 883.534 883.534 [M-H]-  











38:2 889.581 889.581 [M-H]- 
18:0/20:2 
20:2/18:0 
40:5 911.566 911.566 [M-H]- 
18:0/22:5 
22:5/18:0 










Table 2.2  Some species, including plasmalogens, were localized to inner and outer spheroid 
regions. 
Inner Outer 
m/z Species m/z Species m/z Species 
626.537 ----- 750.545 pPE 600.5 ----- 
628.545 ----- 752.560 xPE 709.610 ----- 
654.568 ----- 762.623 -----   
700.530 xPE 766.516 PC   
710.630 ----- 766.540 PE   
726.545 pPE 773.534 PG   
728.560 pPE 775.549 PG   
736.646 ----- 820.563 PC   
738.662 ----- 822.578 PC   
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CHAPTER 3: TOF-SIMS ANALYSIS OF DIGLYCERIDES AND TRIGLYCERIDES IN 
CELLS CULTURED WITH CARBON-13-LABELED FATTY ACID SPECIES: 
IDENTIFICATION, FRAGMENTATION, AND IMAGING2 
3.1  Introduction 
Diglycerides (DAGs) and triglycerides (TAGs) are neutral lipid species composed of a 
glycerol backbone and two or three fatty acid chains, respectively.  DAGs serve as intermediate 
species towards glycerophospholipid (PL) synthesis and in signaling cascades, while TAGs 
predominantly serve as storage molecules in mammalian cells.1  Mammalian cells store fatty 
acids within TAG species in lipid droplets when deprived of serum, which induces amino acid 
deprivation, in vitro.2  Lipid droplets are organellar structures that bud from the endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) and serve as lipid storage structures. 
Previously, Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells cultured in serum-deprived 
conditions were metabolically labeled with 15N-sphingolipid precursors and 18O-cholesterol that 
were incorporated into the plasma membrane.  Imaging using high-resolution secondary ion 
mass spectrometry (SIMS) performed on a Cameca NanoSIMS 50 in the depth profiling mode 
revealed separate three-dimensional (3D) structures containing either nitrogen-15 or oxygen-18 
enrichments.3  The 15N-enriched structures were smaller and located closer to the surface of the 
MDCK cell than the 18O-enriched regions, so the authors speculated that 15N-enriched structures 
were transport vesicles containing 15N-sphingolipids.3  In contrast, the 18O-enrichment seemed to 
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fill a 3D region within the MDCK cell, which seems to suggest it was present throughout an 
organelle.3  Although mammalian cells do not store free cholesterol, excess cholesterol is 
esterified and stored in lipid droplets,1 so the 18O-enriched structures were proposed to be lipid 
droplets.3  Because the mono- and di-atomic secondary ions the NanoSIMS detects provides little 
chemical information about the precursors of these tiny secondary ion species, the presence of 
18O-cholesterol esters within potential lipid droplets remained speculative.  Therefore, we sought 
to use an imaging SIMS technique that produces larger biomolecular ions to gain more 
information about these 18O-enriched 3D structures previously detected in MDCK cells.  We 
sought to image MDCK cells that had been cultured with exogenous fatty acids and cholesterol, 
and probe the presence of lipid droplets, cholesterol-esters, and other lipid species that are stored 
in lipid droplets or that define their periphery, namely TAGs and PLs, respectively.  Because 
DAGs are a substrate for the synthesis of TAGs and PLs, and both TAGs and PLs may produce 
DAG fragment ions, we also aimed to identify the structures of the cellular DAGs. 
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) was performed on a PHI 
nanoTOF II Parallel Imaging MS/MS instrument at Physical Electronics (Chanhassen, MN) to 
both identify various lipid species and their localization within MDCK cells.4  Cells were grown 
in medium containing exogenous unlabeled (natural abundance) sphingolipid precursors, 
cholesterol, and various fatty acids in serum-deprived medium to facilitate the identification of 
the lipids present in MDCK cells exposed to the same excess of exogenous lipids that produced 
the aforementioned 18O-enriched structures.  Some of the most intense secondary ion peaks 
identified in the resulting spectra were identified as DAGs and TAGs.  Fragmentation and 
tandem MS spectra enabled the identification of the specific fatty acid species present.  Images 
of single MDCK cells revealed that the DAG and TAG species were not colocalized with the 
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phosphocholine fragment ions detected on the cell surface, confirming the TAGs were located 
within the cell.  Cells that were cultured with uniformly carbon-13-labeled fatty acids were made 
based on tandem MS data.  The analysis also confirms that the exogenous fatty acids had been 
metabolically incorporated into the DAG and TAG species and ruled out the possibility that they 
were instead nonspecifically adsorbed on the cell surface. 
3.2  Materials and Methods 
Materials 
MDCK cells, obtained from ATCC (CCL-34), were adapted to serum-free conditions by 
gradually replacing the serum-containing medium with Ultra-MDCK (Lonza) serum-free 
medium over several passages.  Natural abundance lipid mixture (Sigma catalog # L0288), 13C18-
stearic acid, fatty acid-free bovine serum albumin (BSA), unlabeled cell culture-grade 
cholesterol, and other cell culture materials were purchased from Sigma.  Uniformly carbon-13-
labeled fatty acids (UL-13C-fatty acids, CLM-2063) were obtained from Cambridge Isotope 
Laboratories.  Poly-L-lysine and glutaraldehyde were purchased from Electron Microscopy 
Sciences.  Silicon wafer chips (5 x 5 mm) were obtained from Ted Pella, Inc.  Labeled and 
unlabeled sphingosine and 18O-cholesterol were synthesized in-house, as previously described.5-8 
Carbon-13 Labeled Fatty Acid Analysis 
To identify the carbon-13-labeled fatty acid species present in the UL-13C-fatty acids 
mixture purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, the fatty acids were converted to fatty 
acid methyl esters (FAMEs) and analyzed using gas chromatography – MS (GC-MS), as 
previously described.9  Briefly, ~2 mg of 13C-fatty acids was dissolved in 2.5 mL 95 % ethanol.  
Next, 50 µL of 33 % KOH was added to the solution before incubation at 70ºC for 45 minutes.  
After cooling the sample to room temperature, three drops of concentration HCl were added to 
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the solution in a 15 mL centrifuge tube.  Upon addition, a white precipitate formed.  A 5 mL 
solution of hexanes was added to the solution and vortexed before being spun at 3000 rpm for 
five minutes.  The resulting upper hexanes layer was transferred to a new vial and dried under 
N2.  The resulting waxy fatty acids were converted to methyl esters via addition of 2.0 M 
(trimethylsilyl)diazomethane solution in hexanes (Sigma) and incubation for 15 minutes at room 
temperature.  GC-MS analysis revealed the percent composition of 13C-FAMEs was 5.7 % 13C16-
palmitoleic acid, 76.2 % 13C16-palmitic acid, 15.4 % 
13C18-oleic acid, and 0.7 % 
13C18-stearic 
acid.  This UL-13C-fatty acids mixture was supplemented with 13C18-stearic acid (4:1 mass ratio 
UL-13C-fatty acids: 13C18-stearic acid) for metabolically labeling experiments. 
Metabolic Labeling and Sample Preparation 
All cell culture was performed at 37ºC in 5% CO2.  MDCK cells were cultured in 
UltraMDCK serum-free medium containing 104 units/mL penicillin G and 10 mg/ml 
streptomycin and supplemented with 3 µM sphingosine for two days.  On the third day, cells 
were passaged into fresh medium containing 3 µM sphingosine, 40 µM cholesterol, 15 µM 
unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acids (10 µg/mL each of myristic, palmitic, stearic, oleic, 
linoleic, and linolenic acids and 2 µg/mL arachidonic acid).  After medium was removed, fresh 
medium containing sphingosine, cholesterol, and fatty acids was added to the culture each 
subsequent day.  On the sixth day, cells were passaged onto silicon chips coated with poly-L-
lysine.  The following day, the cells on silicon chips were washed with PBS solution, fixed with 
glutaraldehyde, and dried in ambient air, as previously described.9 
To facilitate identification of the mass peaks produced by cellular lipids, MDCK cells were 
also cultured in the presence of an excess of rare stable isotope-labeled sphingoid bases, 
cholesterol, and fatty acids.9  The cells were cultured as described above, but the unlabeled 
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(natural abundance) sphingosine, cholesterol, and fatty acids were replaced with 3 µM 15N-
sphingolipid precursors, 50 µM 18O-cholesterol (2:5 mass ratio of 18O-cholesterol:fatty acid-free 
BSA), and 215 µM 13C-fatty acids (4:1:28 mass ration of 13C-fatty acids:13C-stearic acid:fatty 
acid-free BSA).  On day six, cells were passaged onto silicon chips coated with poly-L-lysine, 
and on day seven, cells on chips were washed with PBS solution and fixed with glutaraldehyde, 
(vide supra). 
Parallel Imaging TOF-SIMS MS/MS and Data Analysis 
TOF-SIMS analysis was performed using a PHI nanoTOF II Parallel Imaging MS/MS 
instrument (Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, MN) with a 40 keV C60
+ ion beam for sputtering 
and a 30 kV Bin
q+ cluster liquid metal ion gun for imaging.4  Secondary ions were generated 
using a mass pure, pulsed beam of Bi3
+ primary ions a typical unfiltered dc beam current of 3 
nA.  The pulse width and repetition rate were 16 ns, uncompressed, and ≈ 8300 Hz, respectively.  
For tandem mass spectrometry (tandem MS), the cell sample was pre-sputtered with a primary 
ion dose density (PIDD) = 4.17 × 1014  ions/cm2 to remove the plasma membrane and expose the 
cell interior, and TOF-SIMS and tandem MS (monoisotopic precursor selection in a 1 Da 
window) data were collected in parallel at each pixel to a PIDD = 1.16 × 1013 < PIDD < 9.26 × 
1014  Bi3
+/cm2.  Collisional activation of the selected precursors is achieved at ≈ 1.5 keV in a cell 
of argon gas.  The percent duty cycle was set at 100 % so all precursor ions generated from each 
primary ion pulse appeared in tandem MS spectra (MS2) imaging data to maximize the 
sensitivity.  Analyses performed in unbunched mode from a 100 µm field of view and PIDD 6.07 




Visualization of MS1 and MS2 spectra and creation of ion images was performed using PHI 
TOF-DR software (Physical Electronics, Chanhassen, MN). PHI TOF-DR software was used to 
visualize and evaluate MS1 and MS2 spectra and to create ion images.  Intensity scaling was kept 
constant across images of the same m/z in a given figure. 
3.3  Results and Discussion 
Full spectra were collected from MDCK cells that were cultured in medium supplemented 
with natural abundance sphingoid bases, cholesterol, and fatty acids.  A representative full 
spectrum is shown in Figure 3.1A.  Many of the high intensity peaks in the spectrum have m/z 
below 200, which is typical of spectra collected from single cells.  Other intense peaks were 
located at m/z 265 and 339.  Magnification of the spectral region expected to contain DAGs 
revealed clusters of peaks roughly centered around m/z 549, 577, and 603, and similar clusters in 
the region expected to contain TAGs were roughly centered around m/z 840 and 910.  A closer 
look at the spectral region suspected to contain DAGs, highlighted in Figure 3.1B, revealed that 
the clusters are peaks of well-defined m/z separated by 1 Da with mass defects characteristic of 
DAG lipids ionized as [M + H - H2O]
+ species.  The most intense peak in each cluster is likely 
an abundant DAG and its corresponding isotopic distribution at 1 Da higher.  Peaks separated by 
2 Da are likely DAG species of the same total carbon count with varying degrees of unsaturation.  
For example, the peak at m/z 603.52 is tentatively identified as DAG 36:2, which can be 
confirmed by fragmentation, while the species present at m/z 605.54 is tentatively identified as 
DAG 36:1.  Similarly, in the spectral region highlighted in Figure 3.1C, which likely contains 
TAGs, individual m/z are less defined and less intense, but remain separated by 1 Da.  The mass 
defects of these m/z correspond well with exact masses of [M + Na]+ TAG ions.  Like DAGs, the 
TAG species in these clusters likely contain the same number of carbon atoms in fatty acid 
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chains with varying degrees of unsaturation.  These TAGs were also tentatively identified based 
on their m/z and later fragmented for species confirmation. 
The fragmentation of DAGs for fatty acid identification is well documented.10  
Fragmentation of the species at m/z 603, tentatively identified as 36:2 DAG, is highlighted as an 
example in Figure 3.2.  For simplicity, only one combination of fatty acid chains was included 
in this example, specifically the combination of 18:0 stearic acid and 18:2 linoleic acid, as shown 
in Figure 3.2A.  Fragmentation of a given DAG can result in loss of a portion of the fatty acid 
chain as a neutral species, leaving the ionized species shown in Figure 3.2B-C for detection.  
Loss of a whole fatty acid chain as an acylium cation, RCO+, can also occur (Figure 3.2D).  The 
detection of a specific DAG species, such as the 18:0/18:2 DAG in Figure 3.2A, within an 
isobaric peak was confirmed via the presence of each fatty acid chain in the MS2 spectrum.   
Using the PHI nanoTOF II, precursor ion selection was performed using a 1 Da m/z window 
and both MS1 and MS2 spectra were collected simultaneously.  The result is fragmentation of all 
isobaric species within the precursor selection window.  Continuing the example using 36:2 
DAG, Figure 3.3 contains the MS/MS spectrum from the fragmentation of the ion at m/z 603.  
This spectrum contains many prominent m/z peaks that correspond to previously reported DAG 
fragments, such as m/z 391 and 263, which have the structures shown in Figures 3.2B and D, 
respectively, confirming the combination of 18:0 and 18:2 fatty acids in the parent DAG.  In this 
spectrum, 18:1/18:1 was also identified as a species present based on the detection of both m/z 
265 and 393, corresponding to the [C18H33O]
+ and [C24H41O4]
+ ions (Figure 3.3A inset), 
respectively.  Of note, which fatty acid is attached to which carbon of the glycerol backbone 
could not be identified.  Other isobaric species identified at m/z 603 are 14:0/22:1 and 14:1/22:0.  
Table 3.1 summarizes the DAG species that were successfully identified in MDCK cells 
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cultured in medium containing excess unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acids.  Briefly, the 
presence of peaks at m/z 239 and 265 in the MS2 spectrum from fragmentation of the ion at m/z 
577 (Figure 3.3B), confirmed this DAG was 34:1 containing 16:0 and 18:1.  Consistent with the 
tentative identification of the ion at m/z 549 as DAG 32:1, the MS2 spectrum from fragmentation 
of the species at m/z 549 (Figure 3.3C) contained a pair of peaks at m/z 211 and 339, and 
another pair of peaks at m/z 265 and 393, indicating this DAG contains 14:0 and 18:1, 
respectively. 
Noteworthily, these three fragmented species contained many of the same fatty acid species, 
namely l4:0, 16:0, and 18:1.  This is not surprising considering these species, along with 18:0, 
18:2, 18:3, and 20:4, were the components of the lipid mixture (Sigma catalog # L0288) that was 
administered to cells for uptake and incorporation.  However, not all the fatty acid species fed to 
cells were identified in DAG fragmentation.  This could be due to differences in their solubility 
in the culture medium, ability to enter the cells, incorporation into the lipid species that produced 
the DAG ions, ionization efficiencies, suitability as a substrate for DAG biosynthesis, or lack of 
fragmentation of DAGs containing these fatty acids. 
The identification of TAG species in natural abundance-labeled MDCK cells was performed 
in an analogous manner.  TAG species were detected as [M + Na]+ ions.  The species with the 
highest intensities at m/z 853, 879, 881, and 907 (Figure 3.1C) are consistent with TAGs 50:2, 
52:3, 52:2, and 54:3, respectively.  Because TAGs can contain a multitude of different fatty acid 
combinations, it is more difficult to identify species based on their m/z alone, compared to DAG 
species.  For this reason, no TAG identifications were made based solely on their exact mass and 
these TAG species were fragmented for identification of their fatty acid combinations analogous 
to the analysis performed for DAG species.  The MS2 spectrum in Figure 3.4A shows the 
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fragmentation of m/z 853.69, tentatively identified as TAG 50:2.  These daughter DAG ions were 
identified based on their m/z seen in Figure 3.4A.  Identified species were protonated and 
sodiated DAGs 32:1 at m/z 549 and 571, 34:1 at m/z 577 and 599, and 36:2 at m/z 603 and 625, 
respectively.  Without further fragmentation of these daughter DAGs, either by increased 
collisional activation energy or multi-stage tandem MS (MSn), only one fatty acid chain can be 
identified based on the neutral loss that produced each DAG.  For example, fragmentation of 
TAG 50:2 to produce DAG 36:2, seen in the Figure 3.4A inset identifies one fatty acid chain 
present as 14:0 based on neutral loss. This same analysis also identifies fatty acid corresponding 
to 18:1 and 16:1, based on the presence of DAGs 32:1 and 34:1 in MS2.  A summary of 
identified and fragmented TAG species in control MDCK cells can be found in Table 3.2.  MS2 
spectra for the species at m/z 879, 881, and 907 are shown in Figures 3.4B-D. 
Identification of DAG and TAG species in MDCK cells resulted in the observation that 
there is substantial overlap between the DAG species identified in MS1 and those produced as a 
result of TAG fragmentation.  This means that prominent DAGs, such as 32:1, 34:1, and 36:2, 
could result from ionization fragmentation of the aforementioned TAG species.  For example, 
m/z 603 in MS1 was identified as DAG 36:2, which is also a primary peak from the 
fragmentation of all four TAGs (50:2, 52:3, 52:2, and 54:3) identified in Table 3.2.  Further 
investigation reveals that all the fragmented DAGs listed in Table 3.1 were also prominent peaks 
produced from the fragmentation of the most prominent TAGs.  Whether the identified DAG 
species exist natively in these control MDCK cells or are the result of ionization fragmentation 
of the corresponding TAG species could not be determined by these analyses.  This matter may 
be addressed in future work, for this distinction has been reported previously.11 
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Imaging single cells, however, can provide some insight into whether the DAGs are the 
result of fragmentation of PL species. Although PL species and sphingomyelin were not detected 
as intact biomolecules, fragments such as the phosphocholine headgroup (C5H15NO4P
+) at m/z 
184 were detected.12  Images were created for prominent DAGs and their fragments to compare 
their localization to the location of the phosphocholine headgroup.  Images of small molecules 
and DAG species for consecutive analyses of a single cell can be seen in Figure 3.5.  Images for 
the first analysis of this single cell (Figures 3.5A-G) indicate that the TOF-SIMS analysis is 
sampling the top surface of the cell, namely the plasma membrane, because the even signal at 
m/z 184 in the pixels that correspond to the cell are consistent with the phosphocholine ion that is 
produced by sphingomyelin and phosphatidylcholine, both of which are major lipid components 
of the PM at the surface of the cell.  The lower intensities of DAG species agree with this 
conclusion because DAG species are second messengers that are transiently produced in small 
quantities in the plasma membrane.1  In contrast, the next analysis of this cell reveals higher 
intensities of whole and fragment DAG species, and a lower phosphocholine intensity.  
Noteworthily, the fragment DAG species, m/z 265 and 339 (Figures 3.5J-K) are co-localized 
with the whole DAG species (Figures 3.5L-N) where they are present in the second analysis 
performed on this cell.  These images indicate that some, but not all, the DAG detected is the 
result of PL ionization fragmentation.  Unfortunately, the intensities of the TAG species were too 
low to produce meaningful images. 
MDCK cells labeled with UL-13C-fatty acids were also analyzed, and their most prominent 
DAG and TAG species were compared to the peaks in the MDCK cells incubated with an excess 
of unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acids.  Peak identification, however, is more complicated 
compared to that of cells treated with unlabeled fatty acids because in addition to the various 
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individual chain lengths and number of double bonds that can produce the same total carbon 
atoms and degrees of unsaturation in the entire TAG, each fatty acid can either be uniformly 13-C 
labeled or unlabeled, resulting in many  more possible combinations.  Therefore, in cells treated 
with UL-13C-fatty acids, DAGs may contain either one or two UL-13C-fatty acids, and TAGs 
may contain one, two, or three UL-13C-fatty acids, each of varying length and degree of 
unsaturation.  Figure 3.6 highlights the added complexity present in sample cells as many more 
peaks are present in both the full spectrum (A) in the spectral regions of both DAGs and TAGs 
(B-C). 
To combat the presence of the many additional peaks created through the addition of 
exogenous UL-13C-fatty acids, sample cells were first evaluated for the presence of both natural 
abundance and UL-13C-fatty acid DAG species, the spectral region of which can be seen in 
Figure 3.6B.  In general, the most prominent peaks in sample cells corresponded to partially or 
fully UL-13C-fatty acid DAG species, though natural abundance fatty acid species were also 
present with very low intensities.  Therefore, the focus for fragmentation and identification in 
sample cells was limited to the UL-13C-fatty acid DAG species.  Importantly, various partially 
and fully 13C-labeled species could have the same nominal mass due to the different chain 
lengths and combinations of 13C-labeled and natural abundance fatty acid chains and degrees of 
unsaturation.  The fragmentation patterns of the 13C-labeled DAG species are analogous to those 
of natural abundance species because the presence of a rare stable isotope label does not interfere 
with the DAG fragmentation pattern highlighted in Figure 3.2, reiterating the importance of 
avoiding bulky labels that could alter native fragmentation.  The observed fragmentation pattern 
is, however, much more complicated due to the additional peaks that must be considered 
depending on which fatty acid chain is labeled with carbon-13.  
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Keeping with the previously utilized example, the fragmentation of partially labeled 36:2 
DAG is highlighted in Figure 3.6.  For a partially labeled DAG species such as 36:2 DAG, in 
addition to considering the combination of fatty acid chain lengths that equal 36 carbon atoms 
and 2 double bonds, which fatty acid chain is labeled with carbon-13 must also be considered.  
For the purpose of brevity in this explanation, only the combination of stearic (18:0) and linoleic 
(18:2) acids will be considered, and the presence of carbon-13 atoms on the fatty acid chains is 
denoted with red circles in Figure 3.6.  The full DAG species can contain either a UL-13C- 
stearic acid or linoleic acid, but not both, based on its m/z (Figures 3.6A and E).   
Fragmentation of DAGs can result in the loss of a partial or full fatty acid chain, of which 
multiple ions may be detected in the positive ion mode, as seen in Figures 3.7B-D and F-H.  
Consideration of which fatty acid species is uniformly labeled with carbon-13 further 
complicates identification.  If linoleic acid is labeled, as shown in Figure 3.7A, the resulting ions 
can include those with a partial loss of unlabeled (natural abundance) stearic acid (Figure 3.7B) 
or the partial loss of UL-13C-linoleic acid (Figure 3.7C).  Each fatty acid can also ionize 
individually (Figure 3.7D).  In contrast, if stearic acid is the UL-13C-fatty acid shown in Figure 
3.7E, the analogous fragments have different m/z (Figures 3.7F-H).  Therefore, based on which 
fragment species are present, tandem mass spectrometry allows for the distinction between 12C-
18:0/13C-18:2 and 13C-18:0/12C-18:2, which all have the same nominal mass.  A specific UL-13C-
fatty acid isobaric species was considered when a peak confirming the presence of each 
individual fatty acid was detected.  Example combinations would include the presence of both 
species in Figures 3.7B and C or both species in Figure 3.7D.   
The MS2 spectrum for the fragmentation of m/z 621 is shown in Figure 3.8, where the ions 
described in Figure 3.7 can be identified to determine which isobaric species are present.  
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However, the complicated nature of identifying DAGs with one of the two fatty acid chains 
uniformly labeled with carbon-13 is further compounded for m/z 621 because several other 
isobaric DAG species may exist, including 36:0, 36:1, 36:2, 36:3, and 36:4, depending on which 
fatty acid is labeled with carbon-13.  However, MS/MS resulted in fragments that are 
characteristic of DAG species containing unlabeled (natural abundance) 18:0, 18:1, and 18:2 
fatty acids at m/z 267, 265, and 263, respectively, and the analogous UL-13C-fatty acids at m/z 
285, 283, and 281.  The MS2 spectrum also contains daughter peaks from partial loss of the 18:0, 
18:1, and 18:2 fatty acids at much lower intensities.  Together, these data exclude the presence of 
36:0, 36:1, 36:3, and 36:4 DAGs, which would contain fatty acids with 14, 16, 20 and 22 carbon-
13 atoms, respectively.   
The DAG species containing one or two UL-13C-fatty acids found in the MDCK cells 
cultured in the presence of excess UL-13C-fatty acids are summarized in Table 3.3.  Only 
prominent peaks were fragmentated for identification and provided information on the fatty acid 
combinations and incorporation of UL-13C-fatty acids.  Noteworthily, in a comparison of 
identified UL-13C-fatty acid DAGs with those identified in MDCK treated with unlabeled 
(natural abundance) fatty acids, there is considerable overlap.  The most prominent DAGs in 
Table 3.1, DAGs 34:1 and 36:2, are also the most prominent DAGs in Table 3.3.  These labeled 
DAGs contain different levels of 13C-labeled fatty acid incorporation, determined from their 
fragmentation. 
Labeled TAGs in the MDCK cells metabolically labeled with UL-13C-fatty acids were also 
identified, but proved to be even more difficult to identify as each TAG species can have zero, 
one, two, or three UL-13C-fatty acids.  As was the case with labeled DAG species, labeled TAGs 
also have frequent isobaric overlap between the molecules with three UL-13C-fatty acids, less 
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than three UL-13C-fatty acids, and all natural abundance fatty acids that is further confounded by 
their potential degrees of unsaturation and fatty acid chain lengths.  Therefore, without 
information afforded by further fragmentation, very few tentative TAG identifications were 
made.  Because of the large number of combinations possible for each TAG m/z peak, tentative 
identifications were made based on a comparison between labeled DAG species and potential 
TAG species.  Therefore, the prominent TAG species identified in control cells were calculated 
for their m/z as if they were fully labeled.  The m/z 903.89, 931.93, 933.88, and 961.97 are the 
most prominent peaks in the TAG spectral region (Figure 3.6C) and are consistent with TAGs 
50: 2, 52:3, 52:2, and 54:3 containing three UL-13C-fatty acid moieties.  However, just as the 
UL-13C-fatty acid DAG species had many interfering isobars, some of the most prominent TAG 
species in the UL-13C-fatty acid-labeled cells could be attributed to different labeled species 
based only on a comparison between the most intense peaks.  For example, m/z 905.88 likely has 
one fewer degree of unsaturation than m/z 903.90 (TAG 50:1 and 50:2, respectively) based on 
exact mass alone.  However, closer analysis and a quick calculation reveals that m/z 889.91 could 
be m/z 903.90 with 14 fewer carbon-13 atoms.  This would be consistent with the finding that the 
unlabeled species of this TAG (50:2) contains a myristic (14:0) acid that was lost during 
fragmentation (Table 3.2).  However, m/z 889.91 could instead correspond to m/z 905.88 with 16 
fewer carbon-13 atoms, or 50:1 containing an unlabeled palmitic acid.  These potential structures 
are very different from 50:2 with an unlabeled myristic acid as initially concluded from 
comparison to m/z 903.90.  Therefore, without the additional information that can be provided 





3.4  Conclusions and Future Directions 
TAG species in MDCK cells cultured with excess unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acids 
were fragmented to acquire information on their fatty acid combinations.  Without further 
fragmentation of the resulting DAG species, the total number of carbon atoms, the degree of 
unsaturation, and typically one or more fatty acid moieties could be identified, at least tentatively.  
In contrast, the fatty acid compositions of the TAGs within these MDCK cells were only tentatively 
identified based on m/z and one fatty acid species was identified based on fragmentation.  
Therefore, future work would benefit from additional fragmentations of the TAG and DAG species 
in the MDCK cells cultured with excess natural abundance or UL-13C-fatty acids.  More 
specifically, for MDCK cells cultured with excess unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acids, it 
would be interesting to determine whether an increase in the collisional activation of TAG species 
selected for fragmentation increases the fragmentation enough to fragment the DAG and RCO+ 
species, which would help identify the fatty acid moieties.  However, this could be difficult due to 
the low intensities of TAG species detected.  For the TAG species in MDCK cells incubated with 
UL-13C-fatty acids, future work would benefit from additional fragmentation of the prominent 
peaks.  Though the resulting spectra would likely be complex, depending on the number of isobaric 
species present, they could provide insight into which 13C-labeled TAG species are present, and 
how they compare to the most prominent DAG species detected in MDCK cells incubated with 
unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acids.  Future studies should also focus on imaging the lateral 
distributions of DAGs in MDCK cells cultured with excess UL-13C-fatty acids to determine their 
intracellular locations and whether they are co-localized with each one or other species of interest.  
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3.5  Figures 
 
Figure 3.1  Spectra from MDCK cells incubated with natural abundance fatty acids reveal DAG 
and TAG species of interest acquired with SIMS performed in the positive ion mode.  A.  The 
full positive-ion spectrum from MDCK cells incubated with an excess of unlabeled (natural 
abundance) fatty acids contains small molecule species along with various DAGs and TAGs.  B.  
Focus on the spectral region containing DAGs shows the various DAG species, which exist as 
[M + H - H2O]
+ ions, that were fragmented for identification.  C.  A closer look at the spectral 
region containing TAGs reveals the presence of many species due to the various combinations of 
fatty acids that they may contain. 
  




































































































   
 
Figure 3.2  Fragment ion species expected to be present following the collisional activation of 
DAG 36:2.  A.  DAG 36:2 may contain multiple combinations of fatty acids, including a stearic 
(18:0) and linoleic (18:2) acid.  In this example, partial loss of the stearic acid moiety results in a 
peak at m/z 391, (B) and partial loss of linoleic acid results in a peak at m/z 395 (C).  D.  
Fragmentation can also result in the loss and ionization of RCO+ at m/z 263 and 267 for stearic 


























































































































Figure 3.3  A.  Fragmentation pattern of m/z 603, identified as DAG 36:2 allows the individual 
fatty acid chains it contains to be identified.  The presence of both peaks at m/z 265 and 393  
fragments for 18:1 (inset) at m/z 265 and 393 are evidence for the presence of 18:1 (inset).  B.  
The MS2 spectrum of m/z 577 contains a pair of peaks at 239 and 265 that confirm the presence 
of fatty acids 16:0 and 18:1, respectively, and identify this species as DAG 34:1.  C.  The MS2 
spectrum from fragmentation of m/z 549 identified this species as DAG 32:1 based on the peaks 
at m/z 211 and 339 that are consistent with 14:0 and the peaks at m/z 265 and 393 that are 


























































































































Figure 3.4  TAG 50:2 fragments into multiple DAG species that can be identified by their 
corresponding mass peaks, and one fatty acid can be identified based on the corresponding 
neutral loss.  A.  Sodiated and unsodiated DAG 32:1 at m/z 571 and 549, respectively, are 
fragments of TAG 50:2 that result from the loss of a linoleic (18:1) acid.  Peaks m/z 625 and 603 
are sodiated and unsodiated DAG 36:2, respectively, which results from the neutral loss of a 14:0  










Figure 3.4 (cont.) 
sodiated and unsodiated DAG 34:2 at m/z 597 and 575, respectively.  These fragments are 
consistent with the neutral loss of 18:1 fatty acid.  The pair of peaks at m/z 625 and 603, 
consistent with sodiated and unsodiated DAG 36:2, respectively, are the result of the neutral loss 
of a 16:0 fatty acid.  C.  The MS2 spectrum of m/z 881 identifies this species as TAG 52:2 which 
fragments into sodiated and unsodiated DAG 34:1 at m/z 577 and 599, respectively.  The 
corresponding neutral loss is consistent with the presence of a linoleic (18:1) acid.  The other 
fragment peaks at m/z 625 and 603 correspond to sodiated and unsodiated DAG 36:2, 
respectively, and the neutral loss of a 16:0 fatty acid.  D.  The TAG species 54:3 was fragmented 
in the MS2 spectrum for m/z 907.  The resulting fragments at m/z 625 and 603 were identified as 
sodiated and unsodiated DAG 36:2, respectively. The corresponding neutral loss indicates that 







Figure 3.5  Images of an individual MDCK cell that had been cultured with excess unlabeled 
(natural abundance) fatty acids reveal the localization of phosphocholine (m/z 184), DAG 
fragments (m/z 265, 18:1; and m/z 339, 14:0) and DAGs (m/z 549, 32:2; m/z 577, 34:1; and m/z 
603, 36:2) at the same surface (A-G) and after sputtering away the plasma membrane (H-N) with 
the ion beam.  TIC images (A and H) indicate total ion counts and provide a view of cell 
morphology.  In the first images acquired (top row), phosphocholine at m/z 184 is present across 
most of the cell surface (B) consistent with MS imaging likely probing the plasma membrane on 
the surface of the cell.  The plasma membrane contains phosphatidylcholine and sphingomyelin 
which produce phosphocholine when they fragment.  This probing of the surface of the cell is 
confirmed by the low intensities of the DAG fragments (C and D) and the intact DAG ions (E-
G), which are present deeper within the MDCK cell.  In contrast, another pass over the cell after 
sputtering results in a lower intensity of phosphocholine ions (I) because the plasma membrane 
has likely been removed.  In contrast, the DAG fragments m/z 265 and 339 (J and K, 
respectively) are present at higher intensities, as are the DAG species at m/z 549, 577, and 603 
(L-N).  Additionally, these species are colocalized, indicating that they are likely fragments that 
result from fragmentation during ionization of DAGs that are colocalized within the cell, 
potentially within lipid droplets.  
 
TIC m/z 184 m/z 265 m/z 339 m/z 549 m/z 577 m/z 603
A B C D E F G





Figure 3.6  Spectra from cells incubated with UL-13C-fatty acids contain labeled fatty acid 
species contain many more DAG and TAG species than cells incubated with unlabeled (natural 
abundance) fatty acids.  A.  The full spectrum acquired from MDCK cells cultured with excess 
UL-13C-fatty acids highlights other different species of interest, including a cholesterol fragment 
at m/z 369.  B.  A closer look at the m/z region where DAGs are located reveals that MDCK cells 
cultured with excess UL-13C-fatty acids contain both natural abundance and UL-13C-fatty acid 
DAG species.  C.  The spectral region containing TAGs reveals the complicated nature of 
identifying TAG species that may contain zero, one, two, or three UL-13C-fatty acids.  
  












































































































Figure 3.7  DAG species that contain one UL-13C-fatty acid and one unlabeled (naturally 
abundant) fatty acid may be produced in MDCK cells incubated with an excess of UL-13C-fatty 
acids.  Each m/z can correspond to multiple DAG species containing different UL-13C-fatty acid 
species (A and E) which can only be differentiated based on their fragmentation peaks.  Because 
this species contains two different fatty acids that may each be uniformly labeled with carbon-13 
or unlabeled (natural abundance), and a portion of either fatty acid may be partially lost in 
collisional activation, there are four different ions that may be produced (B, C, F, and G).  
Fragmentation that results in the detection of an acylium ion (RCO+) also results in four different 
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Figure 3.8  The fragmentation pattern and MS2 spectrum of a DAG species containing one UL-
13C-fatty acid and one unlabeled (natural abundance) fatty acid is analogous to a natural 
abundance DAG species, but with more fragment peaks that depend on which fatty acid chain is 

































































3.6  Tables 
 
Table 3.1  DAG species identified in MDCK cells cultured in medium containing excess 














m/z Exact Mass DAG Species MS/MS Fatty Acids 
549.49 549.49 32:1 14:0/18:1 
575.48 575.50 34:2 ---------- 
577.50 577.52 34:1 16:0/18:1 
601.51 601.52 36:3 ---------- 





605.54 605.55 36:1 ---------- 
627.52 627.53 38:4 ---------- 
629.56 629.55 38:3 ---------- 
631.56 631.57 38:2 ---------- 
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Table 3.2  Summary of TAG species identifications based on daughter DAGs and 
corresponding neutral losses in MDCK cells cultured with natural abundance fatty acids. 
m/z Exact Mass TAG Species DAG Fragments Neutral Loss Fatty Acids 






















Table 3.3  DAG species identified based on fragmentation in MDCK cells metabolically 
labeled with UL-13C-fatty acids. 
 
  m/z Exact Mass DAG Species MS/MS Fatty Acids 
595.58 595.58 34:1 12C-16:0/13C-18:1 
611.62 611.63 34:1 
13C-16:0/13C-18:1 
13C-16:1/13C-18:0 
621.60 621.62 36:2 
12C-18:1/13C-18:1 
12C-18:0/13C-18:2 
639.66 639.65 36:2 13C-18:1/13C-18:1 
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CHAPTER 4: OBSERVATION OF ENDPLASMIC RETICULUM TUBULES                          
VIA TOF-SIMS TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRY IMAGING OF TRANSFECTED 
CELLS3 
4.1  Introduction 
In mammalian cells, lipids and cholesterol form the selectively permeable plasma membrane 
(PM) that separates the cell from its surroundings and the intracellular membranes that delineate 
the boundaries of organelles and transport vesicles. Cholesterol and distinct lipid species are 
unevenly distributed between the membranes of different organelles and are also hypothesized to 
be nonrandomly organized within them.1-3  For example, different phosphatidylinositol lipid 
subspecies are predominantly found in the Golgi apparatus, endosomes, and plasma membrane.3, 
4  Lipid exchange between the plasma membrane and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) may induce 
gradients in the concentrations of sterols and certain lipid species within the endoplasmic 
reticulum.4-6  Changes in the lipid compositions of certain organellar membranes are correlated 
with disease, but whether these changes are the cause or consequence of cellular dysfunction is 
not clear.7-9  Strategies that enable detecting both distinct lipid species and specific organelles 
with the same imaging modality could help to define the roles of organelle lipids in cellular 
function and disease.   
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The ability to image the distributions of distinct lipid species on the surfaces of cells using 
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) has significantly advanced understanding of lipid 
distribution within the plasma membrane.10-17  This progress was built upon results acquired 
using two different types of instrumentation, time-of-flight-SIMS (TOF-SIMS) for imaging 
unlabeled lipids and magnetic sector SIMS instruments for imaging isotope-labeled lipids with a 
high spatial resolution.11-19  These complementary SIMS approaches have been used to create 
three-dimensional (3D) renderings of the lipid distributions within cells,20-29 which may open the 
door to both discovery-based and target-focused intracellular lipid imaging.  Nonetheless, 
mapping the 3D distributions of lipid species within individual cells is only one obstacle to 
assessing the lipid composition within specific organelles. The difficulty of detecting organelles 
of interest using SIMS remains.  
To date, the routine imaging of organelles using SIMS is limited to the nucleus, which is 
localized by detecting rare stable isotope or non-native elemental labels on metabolically 
incorporated nucleoside analogs.21, 22, 28, 30  Strategies that employ functionalized antibodies or 
genetic approaches for conjugating proteins of interest to distinctive mass tags14, 29, 31, 32 could be 
adapted to permit organelle detection using SIMS. Alternatively, lipids and organelles could be 
imaged sequentially using correlated fluorescence and SIMS imaging.30, 33  Unfortunately, these 
strategies are labor intensive. 
In pursuit of a simpler approach for detecting additional organelles of interest using SIMS, 
we began to explore whether fluorophores that preferentially accumulate in specific organelles 
could be repurposed for SIMS imaging.  We focused on ER-Tracker Blue-White DPX®, referred 
to as ER-Tracker herein, which is a commercially available fluorophore that is used to 
selectively label the endoplasmic reticulum for fluorescence microscopy imaging.  We selected 
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this organelle-specific fluorophore because it contains fluorine atoms, which are not native to 
mammalian cells, and the distributions of other fluorine-labeled probes in cells have been 
detected using SIMS according to their distinctive fluorine ions.14, 31  However, the concentration 
of the ER-Tracker within the endoplasmic reticulum might not be sufficient to permit imaging it 
using SIMS.   
The structure and intracellular positioning of the endoplasmic reticulum further complicate 
the assessment of whether the ER-Tracker stain could be repurposed to permit imaging this 
organelle using SIMS. The endoplasmic reticulum is a network of membrane-enclosed sheets 
and tubules that is generally found throughout the cell interior. Sheets of endoplasmic reticulum 
surround the nucleus, and endoplasmic reticulum tubules extend toward the cell surface, often 
forming junctions with the plasma membrane34 which are called ER-PM junctions.  To expose 
the endoplasmic reticulum sheets to the SIMS analysis beam, an indeterminate amount of 
material would need to be sputtered from the cell surface. Less sputtering would be required to 
uncover the endoplasmic reticulum tubules if these tubules formed junctions with the plasma 
membrane. Thus, to facilitate this study, we used human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells with 
ER-PM junctions covering up to 20% of the cell surface.35  These ER-PM junctions were 
induced by expression of a green fluorescent protein-labeled voltage-gated potassium channel, 
Kv2.1 (GFP-Kv2.1), that has the unusual property of inducing and stabilizing ER-PM junctions.  
GFP-Kv2.1 forms clusters in the plasma membrane which have a size in the range of 500 nm to 
over 1 µm.35-39  This clustering results from channel binding to the cortical ER and the 
subsequent induction in ER-PM junctions.32  
To assess whether the ER-Tracker stain can be used to visualize the endoplasmic reticulum 
using SIMS, we used TOF-SIMS Parallel Imaging MS/MS (i.e. TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging) 
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to identify the ion signals produced by the ER-Tracker.  TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging enables 
the simultaneous detection of the precursor ion (MS1) spectrum and the product ion (MS2) 
spectrum arising from fragmentation of a selected precursor at every pixel in the analysis 
region.40, 41  TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging was able to detect and image ions characteristic of 
the ER-Tracker within a transfected HEK cell.  These results demonstrate that the ER-Tracker 
stain can be repurposed to image the endoplasmic reticulum in transfected cells using TOF-
SIMS.  
4.2  Materials and Methods 
Materials 
HEK cells [HEK 293] were obtained from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and 
cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) containing 10 % fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) (Gibco).  Poly-L-lysine and glutaraldehyde were obtained from Electron Microscopy 
Sciences.  Silicon wafer chips (5 x 5 mm) were purchased from Ted Pella, Inc.  Lipofectamine 
2000, OptiMEM, and ER-Tracker Blue-White DPX® were all obtained from Thermo Fisher.  A 
DNA plasmid for the expression of the GFP-labeled Kv2.1 ion channel (GFP-Kv2.1loopBAD) 
that stabilizes ER-PM junctions was used as previously described.35, 38, 42, 43  HEK imaging saline 
is composed of 146 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 0.6 mM MgSO4, 1.6 mM NaHCO3, 
0.15 mM NaH2PO4, 0.1 mM ascorbic acid, 8 mM glucose, and 20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) at pH 7.4. 
Sample Preparation 
To prepare samples for TOF-SIMS analysis, HEK cells were seeded on poly-L-lysine coated 
silicon chips in DMEM containing 10% FBS and incubated at 37 ºC in 5% CO2.  A DNA 
plasmid solution was prepared by incubating ~3 µg of DNA plasmid (GFP-Kv2.1loopBAD) and 
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8 µL Lipofectamine 2000 in 400 µL of OptiMEM at room temperature for 30 minutes.35  Each 
silicon chip with adherent cells was treated with 100 µL of plasmid solution and incubated for 48 
hours at 37 ºC in 5% CO2. Next, the cells were rinsed with HEK imaging saline and incubated 
for 30 minutes in 1 µM ER-Tracker in imaging saline at 37 ºC in 5% CO2.  Cells were fixed with 
glutaraldehyde as previously reported.17  Briefly, cells were rinsed twice with Hendry’s 
phosphate buffer (HPB) for three minutes, and fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde in HPB for 30 
minutes.  Cell substrates were then rinsed twice with HPB for five minutes and once with triple-
distilled water for five minutes. 
ER-Tracker standards were prepared by drying the pure compound dissolved in dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) on silicon substrates. 
Fluorescence Imaging 
To assess the distribution of Kv2.1 and the endoplasmic reticulum at the bottom of the cell 
with total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy imaging, HEK cells were cultured 
and transfected as previously described.35  In short, cells were transfected via electroporation 
with DsRed2-ER, Kv2.1BAD, and BirA and plated on Matrigel coated 35 mm glass bottom 
dishes 24 hours before experiments. The biotin acceptor domain (BAD) containing construct has 
been previously described.37, 38, 42, 43  Prior to imaging, cells were labeled for 10 minutes with 
CF640R Streptavidin (Biotium, Cat:29041) at 1:1000 dilution in HEK imaging saline.  Imaging 
was performed on a Nikon Eclipse Ti Perfect-Focus equipped TIRF microscope as previously 
described.35, 44  
To image ER-Tracker stain and Kv2.1 localization using confocal fluorescence microscopy, 
cells cultured on a glass-bottom dish (Cellvis) for 24 hours were transfected and after one day 
labeled with ER-Tracker as described above. A Zeiss laser scanning microscope 710 confocal 
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fluorescence microscope at the Carl R. Woese Institute for Genomic Biology (University of 
Illinois, Urbana, IL) was used to acquire fluorescence images from live cells in HEK imaging 
saline at 63X magnification using oil immersion.  GFP fluorescence was performed with 
maximum excitation and emission wavelengths of 488 and 510 nm, respectively, while ER-
Tracker imaging was performed with maximum excitation and emission wavelengths of 405 and 
460 nm, respectively.  Images were processed using Zen lite software. 
TOF-SIMS Tandem MS Analysis 
The TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging analyses were performed on a PHI nanoTOF II Parallel 
Imaging MS/MS instrument (Physical Electronics, MN), which has been previously described.40, 
41  The instrument was equipped with a 20 kV argon gas cluster ion beam for sputtering and a 30 
kV Bin
q+ cluster liquid metal ion gun for analysis. Secondary ions were generated from the 
specimens using a mass pure and pulsed beam of Bi3
+ primary ions at a typical unfiltered dc 
beam current of 3 nA. The pulse width and repetition rate were 16 ns, uncompressed, and ≈ 
8,300 Hz, respectively. 
Cells were characterized using a < 100 µm field-of-view (FOV) containing 512 x 512 pixels. 
A typical 2D parallel imaging MS/MS analysis was conducted with a 70 µm FOV to a primary 
ion dose density (PIDD) of 1.16x1013 < PIDD < 9.26x1013 Bi3
+/cm2. Although the ion dose 
density often exceeded the static limit, the time profile for characteristic or molecular ion signals 
was not observed to degrade as a function of ion dose density. 3D imaging depth profile data 
were collected by sputtering with a 5 keV beam of Ar2,500
+ ions (2.5 nA dc beam current) 
rastered over an 800 x 800 µm area (PIDD = 8.06 x1014 Ar2,500
+/cm2). With these sputter beam 
conditions, the sputter rate was measured to be between 1 and 4 nm/s using poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) thin film references from different sources. Although the sputter rate on 
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cells is expected to be heterogeneous and is certain to differ from PMMA, the sputter rate of 
PMMA is used as a rough approximation for these studies. Because this study does not seek to 
identify the precise depth of the observed features, this rough approximation will not affect the 
conclusions drawn herein.   The effective diameter of the primary ion beam that defines the 
analytical lateral resolution was measured to be 80 nm, which is smaller than the size of the 
individual pixels (137 x 137 nm) in the 512 x 512 pixel TOF-SIMS images acquired from a 70 
µm FOV. Thus, the working lateral resolution of the ion images was defined by the pixel size. 
Raw data was collected using PHI SmartSoft-TOF software (Physical Electronics, MN), and all 
images and spectra were produced retrospectively from the raw data files using PHI TOF-DR 
software (Physical Electronics, MN). 
 At each image pixel, both TOF-SIMS (MS1) and tandem MS (MS2) imaging data are 
simultaneously collected. In other words, one primary ion beam pulse triggers one parallel cycle 
of the MS1 (TOF-SIMS) and MS2 (tandem MS) spectrometers. Monoisotopic precursor selection 
in a 1 Da window is achieved by the design for the TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging.  Collisional 
activation of the selected precursors is achieved at ≈ 1.5 keV in a cell of Ar gas.  The percent 
duty cycle of the precursor selection is variable by the operator such that, if desired, a fractional 
portion of the precursor ions may remain in the MS1 imaging data for the purposes of 
normalization or quantification. For the analyses presented herein, the percent duty cycle was set 
at 100% such that all precursor ions generated from each primary ion pulse appear in the MS2 
imaging data to maximize the sensitivity. 
Data Analysis 
PHI TOF-DR software was used to visualize and evaluate MS1 and MS2 spectra and to 
create ion images.  When the figure caption indicates binning was applied to an image, the 512 x 
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512 pixel images were binned to produce 256 x 256 pixel or 128 x 128 pixel images with a pixel 
size, and thus an effective lateral resolution, of approximately 273 x 273 nm or 547 x 547 nm, 
respectively.  Intensity scaling was adjusted to maintain consistency across images of the same 
m/z and throughout the 3D stack.  For 3D visualization, data from 255 individual image cycles 
acquired at the same sample location were used to construct a stack of 17 separate ion images 
that span a depth of approximately 40 nm from the cell surface. Each image in this stack was 
compiled from the ion signals detected in 15 consecutive image cycles. These ion images were 
scaled so that the ion intensities encoded in their color scales were identical throughout the 
image stack. To account for any instrument or stage drift, features that were easily identified in 
the total ion count (TIC) images, such as the cell-substrate boundaries, were visually aligned in 
the x- and y-directions so that they appeared to be positioned at approximately the same x- and 
y-coordinates. This visual alignment produced images that appeared to be in registration when 
viewed through the stack (i.e., see Figure 4.4).  Then, the aligned images were stacked using the 
3D viewer plugin of ImageJ.  
4.3  Results and Discussion 
To show that Kv2.1 clusters localize at ER-PM junctions, HEK cells were transfected to 
express biotinylated Kv2.1 that reside in the plasma membrane, and a red fluorescent protein that 
resides in the endoplasmic reticulum (DsRed2-ER).45  Then the cells were treated with CF640-
conjugated streptavidin, which selectively binds to the extracellular biotin, allowing only the 
biotinylated Kv2.1 on the surface of the cell to be detected with fluorescence microscopy.  
Imaging using TIRF microscopy revealed patches of green fluorescence from the Kv2.1 clusters 
in the flat portion of the plasma membrane that was adjacent to the glass surface beneath the cell 
(Figure 4.1A).  The DsRed2-ER within the total internal reflection (TIR) illumination field 
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appeared as bright red fluorescent patches within a background of diffuse red fluorescence 
(Figure 4.1B). The yellowish-green features in the overlay of these two fluorescence images 
indicate colocalization between some Kv2.1 clusters in the plasma membrane with the 
endoplasmic reticulum tubules near the cell surface (Figure 4.1C).  Kv2.1 clusters were also 
detected on HEK cells that had been transfected so they expressed GFP-Kv2.1, but not DsRed2-
ER, and labeled with ER-Tracker. Figure 4.1D shows a confocal fluorescence microscopy image 
of a transfected cell that has large (700 nm to 2 μm) GFP-Kv2.1 clusters in the flat portion of the 
plasma membrane that was adjacent to the glass substrate.  GFP-Kv2.1 clusters were also present 
on the top surface of the cell, which is the region analyzed with SIMS, but fluorescence 
visualization is more favorable on the flat cell bottom where GFP-Kv2.1 clusters preferentially 
form.  37The fluorescence from the ER-Tracker highlights the endoplasmic reticulum in the 
confocal fluorescence microscopy image shown in Figure 4.1E.  The overlay of the green and 
red fluorescence images in the corresponding bright-field optical image (Figure 4.1F) highlights 
the partial colocalization of the GFP-Kv2.1 clusters and endoplasmic reticulum, which is 
consistent with previous reports.31  This colocalized red and green fluorescence, which appears 
yellowish-green in Figure 4.1F, denotes regions where the endoplasmic reticulum and GFP-
Kv2.1 clusters are separated in the z-direction by not more than the depth of the confocal 
imaging plane. Because Kv2.1 clusters in the plasma membrane are bound to the endoplasmic 
reticulum, this co-localization indicates that the endoplasmic reticulum and the plasma 
membrane are 10 – 15 nm apart at these sites.35 
To determine whether the ER-Tracker molecule (Figure 4.2A, inset) produces characteristic 
fragment ions that may be used for imaging by TOF-SIMS, the pure compound was dissolved in 
DMSO, dried on a silicon substrate, and analyzed via TOF-SIMS tandem MS imaging in both 
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the positive and negative ion modes.  In the negative ion mode, a prominent peak at m/z 167 was 
present in the MS1 spectrum (Figure 4.2A).  This ion was fragmented for tandem MS 
identification.  The product ion spectrum of the m/z 167 precursor produced an intense fragment 
ion at m/z 19, which corresponds to a fluoride ion (Figure 4.2B).  Less intense peaks from 





-, were also 
detected. Based on the fragmentation pattern, exact mass, and structure of the parent ER-Tracker 
molecule, the m/z 167 ion corresponds to a pentafluorophenyl anion (Figure 4.2B, inset).  The 
full positive ion spectrum of the ER-Tracker stain (Figure 4.1C) shows peaks at m/z 580 and 603 
which correspond to the molecular ion (C26H21F5N4O4S) and the sodiated molecular ion, 
respectively, as well as several lower mass peaks, such as m/z 263, 195, 65, and 23.  The 
molecular ion (C26H21F5N4O4S) at m/z 580 and the peak at m/z 263 were fragmented for tandem 
MS identification. The product ion spectrum of the m/z 580 precursor contains prominent peaks 
at m/z 262, 247, and 219 (Figure 4.2D). The prominent peak at m/z 263 was fragmented for 
tandem MS identification. The product ion spectrum of the m/z 263 precursor, ostensibly the 3-
(5-(4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)oxazol-2-yl)benzene-1-ylium (Dapoxyl dye) [C17H15N2O]
+ cation 
(Figure 4.2E, inset), contained multiple fragment ions.  This includes a fragment at m/z 235 
from the loss of CO, which has been reported for substituted oxazoles.9  The peaks at m/z 248 
and 219 result from the elimination of CH3 and CH3NHCH2, respectively, from the N,N-
dimethylaniline moiety, and a peak at m/z 144 reflecting the loss of the entire N,N-
dimethylaniline moiety  (Figure 4.2E, inset).  The product ion spectrum of the m/z 263 precursor 




respectively, from fragmentation of the aromatic rings.  This fragmentation pattern indicates that 
the precursor ion at m/z 263 corresponds to the Dapoxyl cation. 
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Transfected and ER-Tracker-labeled HEK cells were analyzed using TOF-SIMS tandem MS 
imaging in the negative ion mode to assess whether m/z 19 and 167 ions produced by the ER-
Tracker stain could be detected on the surfaces of the cells, presumably at ER-PM junctions.  
Control HEK cells that were neither transfected nor labeled with ER-Tracker stain were analyzed 
for comparison.  Images of the TICs and the intensities of the m/z 19 and 167 ions detected on 
three representative cells are shown in Figure 4.3.  These images reveal local elevations in the 
m/z 19 ions (Figures 4.3B, E, and H) and m/z 167 ions (Figures 4.3C, F, and I) at the same 
locations on these three transfected HEK cells. Comparison of these ion images with the TIC 
images acquired from each cell (Figures 4.3A, D, and G) shows that the m/z 19 and 167 ion 
hotspots cannot be attributed to local elevations in all ion species that may result from 
topography or matrix effects. Figures 4.3J – R show three control cells that were neither 
transfected nor labeled with ER-Tracker stain. No regional elevations in either the m/z 19 ions 
(Figures 4.3K, N, and Q) or the m/z 167 ions (Figures 4.3L, O, and R] were detected on these 
cells.  These findings suggest the m/z 19 and 167 hotspots detected on the surfaces of the 
transfected cells corresponded to fluoride and pentafluorophenyl ion fragments, respectively, 
from the ER-Tracker stain, and they likely signify ER-PM contact sites. The measurement of the 
m/z 19 and 167 hotspots in the cell images revealed that the diameters of these features were 
approximately 500 nm to 2 μm in diameter, which agrees well with that expected for ER-PM 
junctions. Noteworthily, the detection of the ER-Tracker stain in the plasma membrane may 
seem unexpected because the endoplasmic reticulum is reportedly positioned 10 – 15 nm below 
the plasma membrane,35 which should be beyond the sampling depth of TOF-SIMS imaging.  
The m/z 255 image that was collected in parallel with the SIMS images shown in Figures 4.3G – 
I reveals that elevated m/z 255 signals were detected on the cell (Figure 4.7).  Because this ion is 
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frequently used to visualize palmitic acid fragments from lipids,23, 32, 40, 46 this suggests that the 
plasma membrane was present and the ER-Tracker stain had transferred to the plasma 
membrane.    
To visualize the morphology of the endoplasmic reticulum tubules within the transfected 
cell shown in Figures 4.3G – I, a depth profile analysis was performed, producing a stack of 
images at increasing depth, up to approximately 40 nm from the cell surface.  The first m/z 19 
ion image in the stack (Figure 4.4A) reveals three fluoride ion hotspots on the cell’s surface. 
Additional hotspots are visible in the last m/z 19 ion image in the stack (Figure 4.4B), which was 
acquired approximately 40 nm beneath the cell’s surface. Noteworthily, the elevated m/z 19 
signals surrounding the cell in Figure 4.4B indicate that the silicon chip contains fluorine that 
could be detected after sputtering away the poly-L-lysine coating.  3D-renderings of the m/z 19 
ion images were created by scaling them to the same ion intensity range, correcting for potential 
instrument drift by manually aligning them so distinctive features (i.e., the cell/substrate 
interface) were in registration, and rotating the resulting stack to facilitate visualizations 
(Figures 4.4C and D).  3D-renderings that show a smaller region within the cell were also 
created to emphasize the m/z 19 signals from the endoplasmic reticulum tubules (Figures 4.4E 
and F). These 3D image stacks show that the elevated m/z 19 signals detected within the cell 
have cylindrical structures that appear at different distances below the cell surface. For example, 
the three localized elevations in the m/z 19 signals positioned near the right side of the image 
stacks shown in Figures 4.4C and E each become visible at different distances from the plasma 
membrane.  The largest of these three fluorine-rich structures was detected at the plasma 
membrane and extends throughout the entire image stack. The two adjacent fluorine-rich 
cylinders were detected further below the cell’s surface. The bottom-side views (Figures 4.4D 
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and F) also highlight the difference in the depth that these fluoride-rich cylindrical features 
appear below the cell’s surface. The geometries of the fluorine-rich features shown in the 3D 
image stacks are consistent with endoplasmic reticulum tubules that either formed junctions with 
the plasma membrane or were located just below the membrane. 
Noteworthily, the detection of m/z 167 ions on the surfaces of both the transfected and 
control cells (Figure 4.3) cells suggests that fragments of cellular components contributed to the 
m/z 167 signal.  This possibility was investigated by analyzing tandem MS data of the m/z 167 
ions detected at regions of interest (ROIs) from TOF-SIMS cell images.  Fragmentation of the 
m/z 167 ions collected from the fluoride ion hotspots in the transfected cell, indicated by circles 
in Figure 4.5A, yielded a fragment ion at m/z 19 (Figure 4.5B). The presence of the m/z 19 peak 
in the product ion spectrum collected at the fluoride ion hotspots suggested the 1 Da precursor 
selection window at m/z 167 contained the pentalfuorophenyl ion from the ER-Tracker molecule.  
However, the product ion spectrum also contained multiple peaks that were not present in the 
spectrum of the pure ER-Tracker molecule (Figure 4.2B), which indicates the presence of a 
chemical interference at m/z 167.  The product ion spectrum of the m/z 167 precursor ions 
detected on a control cell (Figure 4.5C) looked similar to that acquired from the hotspots on the 
transfected cell, except the MS2 spectrum from the control cell did not contain a peak at m/z 19.  
These findings indicate the pentafluorophenyl ion from the ER-Tracker stain as well as 
fragments of cellular components, contributed to the m/z 167 peak detected in the fluorine-rich 
regions on the transfected cell. Thus, the fluoride ions at m/z 19 were more specific for detecting 
the ER-Tracker stain and thus the endoplasmic reticulum.  
The same location on this transfected cell was also imaged in the positive ion mode to assess 
whether ions from the positive ion spectra of the ER-Tracker standard could be detected.  The 
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resulting TIC and m/z 65 ion images are shown in Figures 4.6A and B, respectively.  The ER-
Tracker-associated m/z 65 ion was selected for visualization because it had a high signal 
intensity, and it does not overlap with reported lipid fragment ions.47  The m/z 65 ion image 
reveals hotspots (Figure 4.6B) at the same locations as the m/z 19 ion hotspots that had been 
detected by negative ion TOF-SIMS imaging (Figure 4.4B). For comparison, the TIC and m/z 65 
ion images acquired from a representative non-transfected and unlabeled (control) cell are shown 
in Figures 4.6C and D, respectively. The absence of regional elevations in m/z 65 on the control 
cell (Figures 4.6D), and the localization of these ions to the same site where the endoplasmic 
reticulum tubules were detected on the transfected and ER-Tracker-labeled cell suggest that the 
m/z 65 signal may be [C5H5]
+ ion fragments from ER-Tracker.  However, we cannot rule out the 
possibility that this ion resulted from some other component that is found in endoplasmic 
reticulum tubules.   
4.4  Summary and Future Directions 
 The recently developed TOF-SIMS Parallel Imaging MS/MS was used to image the 
endoplasmic reticulum within GFP-Kv2.1-expressing HEK cells.  We found that the commercial 
ER-Tracker fluorescent dye yields characteristic secondary ions, namely, fluoride, which allow 
for its detection and imaging by TOF-SIMS.  Depth profiling analysis and 3D visualization of 
the ER-Tracker-associated peaks allowed for imaging the morphologies of the endoplasmic 
reticulum tubules that were near the plasma membrane along their z-direction.  Future work will 
focus on imaging the endoplasmic reticulum within the entire cell volume and assessing the lipid 
composition within this organelle. The use of the ER-Tracker to label the endoplasmic reticulum 
is also expected to permit probing the lipid composition at different locations within the 
endoplasmic reticulum, including ER-PM junctions. Such efforts will greatly benefit from the 
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ability to confirm MS1 peak identities through tandem mass spectrometry, while simultaneously 




4.5  Figures 
 
Figure 4.1 A-C.  TIRF microscopy images of biotinylated Kv2.1, detected by fluorescent 
(CF640) streptavidin binding to the biotin moiety attached to an extracellular domain on the 
Kv2.1 channel, and DsRed2-ER in the endoplasmic reticulum. Arrows specify the regions where 
the Kv2.1 clusters on the cell surface overlap with the DsRed2-ER near the plasma membrane. 
A.  Clusters of Kv2.1 were present on the bottom surface of the cell adjacent to the glass 
substrate. B.  Bright red patches denote the endoplasmic reticulum tubules within the TIR 
illumination field. C.  Overlay of both fluorescence signals. D-F.  Confocal fluorescence 
microscopy images of HEK cells that were transfected to express GFP-Kv2.1 and labeled with 
ER-Tracker.  Arrows indicate the regions where the green and red fluorescence overlaps. D.  On 
the bottom surface of the representative cell, the GFP-labeled Kv2.1 ion channels formed 
clusters with sizes that ranged from 700 nm to 2 µm.  These clusters associate with junctions 
between the plasma membrane and endoplasmic reticulum.  E.  Fluorescence microscopy images 
of the ER-Tracker that locate the endoplasmic reticulum.  F.  Merging the two fluorescence 
images and visualizing them on top of the bright-field optical image produce yellowish-green 
features that indicate partial colocalization between GFP-Kv2.1 clusters and the endoplasmic 





Figure 4.2  Ionization and fragmentation of ER-Tracker standard were performed to identify 
characteristic fragments that might be used to image its distribution in cells using SIMS.  A.  Full 
negative ion spectrum of ER-Tracker standard with the structure of the intact molecule (inset).  
B.  Product ion spectrum of the precursor ion m/z 167 contained fluoride ions at m/z 19 and  
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Figure 4.2 (cont.) 
several less intense fluorocarbon fragment ions, which confirms that the m/z 167 precursor ion 
was the pentafluorophenyl anion.  C.  Full positive ion spectrum of the ER-Tracker standard. The 
inset shows the structure of the intact ER-Tracker molecule, where the fragment that corresponds 
to the fragment ion with m/z 263 is indicated.   D.  Product ion spectrum of the molecular ion 
(C26H21F5N4O4S) at m/z 580. E.  The peaks in the product ion spectrum of the precursor ion m/z 
263 result from the loss of CO, fragments of the N,N-dimethyl moiety, N,N-dimethylaniline, and 
aromatic ring fragments. This fragmentation pattern confirms that the precursor ion at m/z 263 
was the Dapoxyl dye cation. The inset illustrates its fragmentation. 
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 Figure 4.3 TOF-SIMS tandem MS 
negative ion images of three 
transfected, ER-Tracker stained 
cells, and three unstained (control) 
cells that were not transfected.  
Images of the (A, D, and G) TIC, 
(B, E, and H) m/z 19 signals, and (C, 
F, and I) m/z 167 signals acquired 
from the each sample cell reveal 
colocalized hotspots of fluoride and 
pentafluorophenyl ions, 
respectively, from the ER-Tracker 
stain on each cell.  Comparison 
between the ion images and the 
corresponding TIC images shows 
that these hotspots are not regions 
where all the negative ion signals 
were elevated.  Images of the (J, M, 
and P) TIC, (K, N, and Q) m/z 19 
signals, and (L, O, and R) m/z 167 
signals acquired on each of the three 
control cells show no local 
elevations in these two ER-Tracker-
associated ions on the cells.  The 
m/z 19 ion images in this figure 
were binned to 256 x 256 pixels, 
and the m/z 167 ion images in this 
figure were binned to 128 x 128 
pixels for better visualization.  All 

















Figure 4.4  Individual images and 
3D image stacks compiled from 3D 
depth profile data show the m/z 19 
signals at the surface of a 
transfected HEK cell and at 
distances up to approximately 40 
nm below the surface. Pixel 
binning was not applied to these 
images. The image that 
corresponds to the top (A) of the 
3D stack shows the m/z 19 fluoride 
ions that locate the ER-Tracker on 
the cell surface.  The last m/z 19 
ion image acquired at 
approximately 40 nm below the 
cell surface (B) reveals additional 
hotspots inside the cell.  3D image 
stacks of the full FOV (C and D) 
and a smaller region within the cell 
(E and F) show that the elevated 
m/z 19 signals were detected in 
cylindrical regions that appear at 
different distances from the cell 
surface. These cylindrical 
morphologies are consistent with 
endoplasmic reticulum tubules that 
occasionally form ER-PM 





Figure 4.5  Parallel imaging MS/MS allows for MS1 imaging simultaneously with MS2 imaging.  
A.  Tandem MS was performed on the m/z 167 precursor detected in the ROIs (blue circles) 
corresponding to the fluoride hotspots on the transfected and ER-Tracker-labeled cell.  No pixel 
binning was applied to this image. Scale bar is 10 µm. B.  The resulting product ion spectrum 
contained a fluoride ion at m/z 19, which is consistent with the product ion spectra of the m/z 167 
ion produced by the ER-Tracker standard.  C.  In control cells, fragmentation of the m/z 167 





Figure 4.6  Unbinned TOF-SIMS 
positive ion images of a 
transfected, ER-Tracker stained 
cell (A and B) and an unstained 
(control) cell that was not 
transfected (C and D).  Images of 
the (A) TIC and (B) m/z 65 signals 
acquired from the transfected cell. 
The local elevations in m/z 65 
signals shown in B correspond to 
same locations where the m/z 19 
hotspots were detected on this cell 
(Figure 2.4B). This colocalization 
suggests that the m/z 65 signals 
might be cyclopentadienyl ions 
[C5H5]
+ from the ER-Tracker stain 
or some other component that is 
found in endoplasmic reticulum 
tubules.  Consistent with these 
possibilities, images of the (C) TIC 
and (D) m/z 65 signals acquired on the control cell show no local elevations in the m/z 65 signals.  




Figure 4.7  Comparison of 
negative ion images from the top 
of the depth profiling stack reveals 
the presence of the lipid fragment 
m/z 255 covering the cell surface.  
The TIC image (A) reveals that the 
cell takes up a majority of the 
FOV.  B.  The presence of palmitic 
acid ions at m/z 255 covering the 
cell body identifies the imaging 
plane as the cell surface.  C.  The 
image for m/z 19 highlights three 
fluoride ion hotspots corresponding 
to the presence of ER-Tracker dye, 
and thus the endoplasmic 
reticulum, near the cell surface.  
All images are binned to 128 x 128 
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CHAPTER 5:  PREPARATION OF TRANSFECTED CELLS AND GOLD 
NANOPARTICLES FOR HIGH RESOLUTION SECONDARY ION MASS 
SPECTROMETRY IMAGING4 
5.1  Introduction 
Voltage-gated potassium channel Kv2.1 forms micron-sized clusters on the surface of 
neurons and transfected human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells.1  These clusters have been cited 
for their role for the induction of endoplasmic reticulum – plasma membrane (ER-PM) junctions, 
which are close approximations between the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and the plasma 
membrane (PM).2  Recently, VAMP-associated protein (VAP) interactions with Kv2.1 have been 
identified as responsible for the tethering and stability of these contact sites.3, 4  However, the 
lipid species present at these locations have not been identified.  We propose the use of 
previously successful metabolic labels5, 6 and a commercial dye for the ER7 in combination with 
newly developed Kv2.1 labels to image Kv2.1/ER/PM complexes with mass spectrometry (MS) 
imaging performed with a Cameca NanoSIMS 50. 
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Many considerations must be made in choosing labels and imaging techniques appropriate 
for visualizing lipids, cholesterol, and proteins within the plasma membrane of mammalian cells.  
The lipid bilayer contains various lipid species that must be differentiated with high chemical 
specificity and lateral resolution.  Bulky fluorophore labels can interfere with native lipid 
biosynthesis, trafficking, and incorporation, and thus, and should be avoided.  Instead, metabolic 
labels should mimic native conditions as much as possible.  Rare stable isotopes that do not 
interfere with native behavior of the labeled component, such as nitrogen-15 and oxygen-18 have 
been incorporated into sphingolipids and cholesterol via metabolic labels.5, 6  The 15N-
sphingolipid precursors are incorporated into the sphingolipids in mammalian cells via their 
native metabolic pathway and not into the glycerophospholipids that also constitute the plasma 
membrane when sphingoid base catabolism is low.  Exogenous 18O-cholesterol is added to 
cellular medium for direct uptake and incorporation into the plasma membrane.  These species 
can then be detected using high-resolution secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) performed 
with a Cameca NanoSIMS 50.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, the Cameca NanoSIMS detects 
mono- and di-atomic secondary ions with as good as 50 nm lateral resolution, which enables 
mapping the elemental or isotopic distribution, at the surface of a sample.8  NanoSIMS imaging 
of the isotope enrichments characteristic of metabolically incorporated isotope labels has 
revealed the presence of micrometer-sized domains of sphingolipid enrichment, but no 
cholesterol-enriched domains in plasma membranes, with lateral resolutions higher than 100 
nm.5, 6   
Labeling proteins, such as Kv2.1, via nonnative element or rare stable isotopes requires 
additional considerations as metabolic labeling analogous to that performed for lipids and 
cholesterol cannot be utilized.  Cells treated with rare stable isotope- or nonnative element-
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containing amino acids will incorporate these labels into all newly synthesized cellular proteins, 
preventing distinction between the protein of interest and other protein species using the 
secondary ions produced during NanoSIMS imaging.  Therefore, the protein of interest must be 
labeled with identifiable species using a different strategy.  Gold nanoparticles have previously 
been utilized to locate specific proteins and other cellular features using various imaging 
techniques, including secondary electron microscopy (SEM) and NanoSIMS.9  However, gold 
ions (197Au-) cannot be detected in parallel with the ions that are used to detect isotope-labeled 
lipids.  Therefore, gold nanoparticles have previously been functionalized with fluorinated thiols 
and attached to antibodies with an affinity for a specific protein have been used to image a 
membrane protein called hemagglutinin in parallel with lipids on the surfaces of cells using 
NanoSIMS.9, 10  This approach was repurposed to synthesize gold nanoparticles conjugated to 
avidin via a carbon-13 lysine linker.  Because avidin has an affinity for biotin, this label can be 
used to tag the biotin-functionalized Kv2.1 ion channel that is expressed in a doubly transfected 
cell line so it can be detected based on its 13C-enrichment using NanoSIMS.  Here, progress 
towards the development of labeling schemes that enable simultaneously imaging lipids, 
cholesterol, the endoplasmic reticulum, and Kv2.1 using NanoSIMS is reported.  This includes 
modifications to previously reported metabolic labeling protocols, evaluation of avidin binding, 
and modifications to gold nanoparticle functionalization.  
5.2  Materials and Methods 
Materials 
HEK cells [HEK 293] from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) were cultured in 
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum 
(FBS) (Gibco).  Silicon wafer chips (5 x 5 mm) were obtained from Ted Pella, Inc. and poly-L-
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lysine and glutaraldehyde were purchased from Electron Microscopy Services.  Lipofectamine 
2000, OptiMEM, avidin (from the Pierce product line), streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 594TM, biotin-4-
fluorescein (B4F), 2-(4-hydroxyphenylazo)benzoic acid (HABA), and ER-Tracker Blue-White 
DPX® were purchased from Thermo Fisher.  DNA plasmids for the expression of GFP-labeled 
Kv2.1 (GFP-Kv2.1loopBAD) and BirA were obtained from the Tamkun Lab at Colorado State 
University.  HEK imaging saline is composed of 146 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl2, 
0.6 mM MgSO4, 1.6 mM NaHCO3, 0.15 mM NaH2PO4, 0.1 mM ascorbic acid, 8 mM glucose, 
and 20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) at pH 7.4. 
Nitrogen-15-labeled sphingolipid precursors (15N-sphingosine and 15N-sphinganine) and 
oxygen-18-labeled cholesterol were synthesized in-house, as previously reported.5, 6   
Metabolic Labeling and Transfection of HEK Cells 
HEK cells maintained at 37ºC and 5 % CO2 were passaged into fresh medium containing   
10 % fetal bovine serum and allowed to adhere for one day before metabolic labeling began.  
Each subsequent day during the labeling protocol, labels were added to cells without applying 
fresh medium.  For two days, a volume of 15N-sphingolipid precursors corresponding to a final 
concentration 7.2 µM, assuming all previously added label was depleted, was added to the 
culture.  On the third day, cells were passaged into new dishes with medium containing 7.2 µM 
15N-sphingolipid precursors.  On days four through six, the medium in the dish was 
supplemented with enough 15N-sphingolipid precursors and 18O-cholesterol to produce 
concentrations of 7.2 µM and 50 µM, respectively, assuming all previously added label had been 
consumed.  On the seventh day, cells were passaged onto silicon wafers coated with poly-L-




Using previously established protocols, metabolic labeling was assessed using identically 
prepared cells.5  Briefly, cells labeled with 15N-sphingolipid precursors and 18O-cholesterol were 
removed from cell culture plates via trypsin and collected via centrifugation.  Lipid extraction 
was performed and liquid chromatography (LC) – and gas chromatography (GC) – MS were 
performed to evaluate the incorporation of rare stable isotope species.5, 11 
After allowing metabolically labeled cells to adhere overnight, the 15N-sphingolipid 
precursors and 18O-cholesterol were replenished in the medium, and the transfection solution was 
prepared.  At room temperature, ~ 3 µg of each DNA plasmid (GFP-Kv2.1loopBAD and BirA) 
was added to 400 µL OptiMEM along with 8 µL of Lipofectamine 2000 and incubated for 30 
minutes after vortexing.  Following incubation, 100 µL of this DNA plasmid solution was added 
to each silicon wafer with adherent cells.  After 24-48 hours, cells were labeled with a 1 µM 
solution of ER-Tracker Blue-White DPX in HEK imaging saline for 30 minutes before fixation, 
as described in Chapter 4. 
Fluorescence Microscopy 
Prior to imaging, transfected cells grown on glass-bottom dishes were rinsed twice with 
HEK imaging saline and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes to ensure any Kv2.1 
clusters that were disrupted by the temperature change could reform.  Afterwards, cells were 
treated with 250 µL of streptavidin-AlexaFluor 594 diluted from stock solution at 1:500 (v/v) for 
ten minutes at room temperature.  Before imaging, cells were thrice rinsed with imaging saline. 
Fluorescence microscopy was performed on live, transfected cells in imaging saline using a 
Zeiss laser scanning microscope 710 confocal microscope at the Carl R. Woese Institute for 
Genomic Biology (University of Illinois, Urbana, IL).  Cell images were acquired at 63X 
magnification using oil immersion.  Maximum excitation and emission wavelengths of 488 and 
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510 nm, respectively, were used to evaluation GFP fluorescence, while streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 
594 binding was evaluated using maximum excitation and emission wavelengths of 590 and 617 
nm, respectively.  ER-Tracker stain was visualized, as previously reported.7 
Gold Nanoparticle Synthesis 
Gold nanoparticles were prepared via the reduction of chloroauric acid using sodium citrate, 
as established by Frens.12  Briefly, a 150 mL solution of 0.1 % HAuCl4 (v/v) in triple distilled 
water was heated while stirring.  When the solution reached a boil, a 3 mL solution of 1% 
sodium citrate (v/v) in triple distilled water was added.  The solution became dark blue and 
eventually transitioned to a red colloidal gold solution.  After five minutes, the solution was 
removed from heat and allowed to cool at room temperature.   
Avidin Oxidation 
Avidin was stored at -20ºC and a concentration of 2 mg/mL in 0.1 M sodium phosphate 
buffer (pH 7.6).  Before use, avidin was centrifuged in a 30000 MWCO filter at 14000 x g for 10 
minutes.  Next, the filtrate was discarded, and the residue was resuspended in 0.1 M acetate 
buffer (pH 5.6) before centrifuging again, as described above.  Afterwards, the filter was inverted 
into a clean tube and the residue was collected via centrifugation at 1000 x g for 2 minutes.  This 
collected, concentrated avidin was resuspended in 0.1 M acetate buffer to a concentration of 
approximately 4 mg/mL prior to oxidation.   
A stock HABA solution was prepared by combining 24.2 mg HABA with 9.9 mL of 
autoclaved triple-distilled water and then 0.2 mL of 1 M NaOH.  This solution was stored at 4ºC 
between uses. 
Prior to oxidation, an excess of HABA solution was added to avidin in solution and the 
resulting solution appeared orange-pink due to the expected absorbance at 500 nm.13, 14  Equal 
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volumes of avidin and freshly prepared 2 mM NaIO4 in 0.2 M NaOH were incubated in the dark 
for one hour at room temperature and produced a yellow solution.  Following this oxidation, the 
solution was centrifuged twice at 14000 x g in a 30000 MWCO filter for 10 minutes to remove 
NaIO4.  Oxidized avidin was collected by inverting the filter and centrifuging at 1000 x g for 2 
minutes.  The avidin was then resuspended in sodium phosphate buffer to a concentration of 
approximately 2 mg/mL and appeared pink again. 
Purpald® (4-amino-3-hydrazino-5-mercapto-1,2,4-triazole) was used to confirm the 
oxidation of avidin, following previously established protocols.15  A 100 µL aliquot of 2 mg/mL 
oxidized avidin was combined with 100 µL of 34 mM Purpald in 2 M NaOH and incubated for 
20 minutes at room temperature.  The oxidized solutions did not always appear purple at this 
point, but the color could be enhanced via the addition of 100 µL of 33 mM NaIO4 in 0.2 M 
NaOH, producing a more visible purple solution. 
Biotin-4-fluorescein (B4F) was used to evaluate the ability of avidin to successfully bind 
biotin following oxidation.16  B4F was diluted to a concentration of approximately 10 mg/mL in 
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and stored in the dark at -20ºC as a stock solution.  Using UV/VIS 
spectroscopy, the active concentration of B4F stock solution was calculated at 17.19 µM using 
Beer’s Law via absorbance at 494 nm.  To test the oxidized avidin’s ability to bind biotin, a 
solution containing the oxidized avidin is titrated with this known concentration of B4F in 5 µL 
aliquots, and the fluorescence is recorded after each addition until a total of 95 µL of B4F is 
added.16  The curved portion of the resulting fluorescence intensity plot was fit with a second-
degree polynomial, and the remainder of the plot is fit with a line.  The point at which the two 




5.3  Results and Discussion 
Cells were metabolically labeled over the course of seven days and afterwards, transfected 
for 24 to 48 hours before being incubated with ER-Tracker stain in preparation for labeling with 
avidin-conjugated gold nanoparticles.  The conditions for labeling protocols were optimized to 
ensure high label incorporation and successful transfection while maintaining cell health and 
survival.  To start, unlike other cell lines used previously, HEK cells seeded on glass-bottom 
dishes and silicon wafers required ample time to adhere in order to maintain cell health during 
subsequent labeling and transfection.  Therefore, cells were incubated for 24 hours on poly-L-
lysine-coated glass-bottom dishes and silicon chips before metabolically labeling them or 
transfecting them with DNA plasmids. 
Metabolic Labeling and Incorporation Analysis 
Metabolically labeled cells containing 15N-sphingolipids and 18O-cholesterol were lysed and 
cellular lipids and cholesterol were extracted.5, 6  The incorporation of 15N into sphingolipids was 
evaluated using LC-MS and the incorporation of 18O-cholesterol was evaluated using GC-MS.  
In order to achieve the high metabolic label incorporations necessary for NanoSIMS imaging, 
and described previously, the concentration of 15N-sphingolipid precursors added to cell medium 
was doubled compared to previous reports.11  LC-MS analysis revealed that this change 
reproducibly increased the incorporation from ~55 % to >80 %.  The previously reported 
concentration of 18O-cholesterol was maintained and resulted in incorporation levels between 70 
and 90 %.11 
Transfection and Fluorescence Imaging 
In order to ensure that NanoSIMS analysis is performed on successfully transfected HEK 
cells, the transfection conditions were optimized to ensure that biotinylated Kv2.1 was 
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successfully expressed on the surface of the maximum number of cells possible.  Therefore, the 
previously reported transfection protocols were adjusted to allow for cell adherence for 24 hours 
prior to transfection.7  The green fluorescent protein (GFP) moiety of Kv2.1 produced 
characteristic micron-sized clusters on the cell surface that were visualized using confocal 
fluorescence microscopy, as shown in Figure 5.1A.  While the expression of Kv2.1 clusters is 
important, transfection is only successful when the ion channels are also biotinylated via the 
second DNA plasmid, as this biotin moiety is the binding site for gold nanoparticles that can be 
detected via NanoSIMS.  To ensure successful Kv2.1 biotinylation, cells were incubated with a 
streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 594 (SA-594) conjugate prior to fluorescence imaging.  Upon analysis, 
the red fluorescence characteristic of Alexa Fluor 594 was co-localized with GFP clusters of 
Kv2.1, signaling successful transfection of both DNA plasmids, as can be seen in Figures 5.1A-
B.  Additionally, transfected cells should also induce ER-PM junctions at sites of Kv2.1 
clustering, which can be confirmed using the ER-Tracker stain.  Likely due to the presence of the 
ER throughout the cell body, fluorescence images of ER-Tracker were more diffuse and did not 
highlight ER-PM junctions, as seen in Figure 5.1C.  However, this confirms the uptake of the 
ER-Tracker stain in tandem with successful transfection of both DNA plasmids, while 
maintaining cell health, as shown in the bright field image of Figure 5.1D.  Together, these 
fluorescence images demonstrate that cell transfection and ER-Tracker labeling were successful 
and cell health was not comprised. 
Avidin Oxidation and Biotin Binding 
One major problem identified along the pipeline of gold nanoparticle functionalization was 
the successful oxidation of the glycosylated portion of avidin using sodium periodate and its 
subsequent inability to bind biotin.  This oxidation is specific to the vicinal diols on the sugar 
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moieties in the glycans, and it breaks the bond between the two adjacent carbons that the 
adjacent hydroxyls are attached to in order to convert the hydroxyls to aldehydes.  In order to 
evaluate both, the optimal conditions for oxidation and protection of the biotin-binding site were 
determined and evaluation.  First, to assess successful oxidation, various buffers and 
concentrations of sodium periodate were used to ensure that oxidation sites were exposed and 
oxidized.  Successful oxidation was determined via the color change from clear to purple upon 
addition of Purpald.   
To ensure that oxidation sites were available, oxidation occurred, and it did not deactivate 
the binding sites, the following protocol was utilized.  First, because avidin was not successfully 
oxidized using the previously established protocols for antibody oxidation,9 avidin was 
transferred from storage buffer into 100 mM acetate buffer at pH 5.5, using the previously 
centrifugation/filtration protocol described in the Methods section.  HABA was used to 
reversibly bind avidin as a way to protect its biotin-binding site during oxidation.13, 14  An excess 
of HABA was added to avidin and the resulting solution appeared orange-pink, due to its 
expected absorbance at 500 nm, as seen in Figure 5.2A.  Next, equal volumes of avidin and 
freshly prepared 2 mM NaIO4 in 0.2 M NaOH were incubated in the dark for one hour at room 
temperature to induce oxidation, producing a yellow solution.  Following this oxidation, the 
solution was filtered via centrifugation to remove the excess NaIO4.  Resulting oxidized avidin 
complexed with HABA (OxAvidin-HABA) was resuspended in sodium phosphate buffer to a 
concentration of approximately 2 mg/mL.  At this point, the OxAvidin-HABA solution appeared 
orange-pink again.   
Next, a Purpald® reaction was used to confirm oxidation occurred successfully, following a 
previously published protocol.15  Purpald reacts with the aldehydes that result from the oxidation 
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of adjacent hydroxyls in the saccharides within glycans, producing a purple product.  Oxidized 
avidin was combined with a solution of Purpald in 2 M NaOH, and after incubation at room 
temperature, the oxidized solution appears purple.  This purple color may be enhanced via the 
incubation with additional NaIO4 under alkaline conditions.  An example of the results of this 
reaction is shown in Figure 5.2B.  On the left, a solution containing only buffer, sodium 
periodate, and Purpald appears clear and colorless.  In contrast, the middle solution containing 
unoxidized avidin-HABA, which changed from orange-pink, as in Figure 5.2B, to clear and 
slightly yellow upon addition of sodium periodate.  This negative control confirms that the 
slightly colored solution produced by avidin-HABA does not interfere with the Purpald analysis.  
Lastly, on the far right, the solution of OxAvidin-HABA with Purpald is clear and dark purple, 
indicating that oxidation was successful.  Noteworthily, the difference in the color of avidin-
HABA (Figure 5.2A) and OxAvidin-HABA (Figure 5.2B) in the presence of Purpald is 
sufficient for distinction. 
 In order to ensure that HABA successfully protected the biotin-binding sites during 
oxidation, a B4F assay was developed by modifying a previously described method.16  B4F, a 
biotin molecule conjugated to a fluorophore, can be detected based on its fluorescence at 525 
nm, following excitation at 485 nm.  The fluorescence of B4F is quenched following binding to 
one of four available sites on avidin.  Because HABA reversibly binds avidin and can be 
displaced by the presence of biotin in solution, which has a higher affinity for avidin than B4F, 
HABA should also be displaced by B4F in these analyses.  In the assay, a solution containing 
avidin or OxAvidin is titrated with a known concentration of B4F and fluorescence is monitored.  
A plot of fluorescence intensity as a function of volume will produce a curve in which the initial 
added aliquots of B4F produce strong quenching, which is most pronounced when all four avidin 
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binding locations are occupied by B4F.  After the point at which all avidin binding sites are 
occupied by B4F is reached, the fluorescence increases linearly with the addition of each aliquot.  
The curved portion of the plot is fitted to a second-degree polynomial and the remainder of the 
plot is fitted linearly.  The point at which these two curves intersect is the volume at which all 
B4F is bound to avidin.  From this calculated volume of B4F, the molar equivalents of B4F, and 
thus active avidin can be calculated. 
Using a 12-well plate, the assay was performed using native avidin and OxAvidin-HABA 
along with a stock solution of 17.19 µM B4F.  An example of this successful quenching assay 
can be seen in Figure 5.3.  Fluorescence quenching of the well containing 2 µM avidin, seen in 
Figure 5.3A, serves as a positive control.  Using the fitted polynomial and linear curves, the 
volume of added B4F was calculated and used in the calculation of active avidin species, 
determined to be 112 pmol.  This value is not identical to the known amount of avidin, calculated 
at 160 pmol, likely due to the presence of some inactive avidin.  A very similar curve for the 
fluorescence quenching of OxAvidin-HABA, seen in Figure 5.3B, confirms that binding activity 
of avidin following oxidation is maintained.  The calculated amount of HABA-OxAvidin, at 153 
pmol, agrees well with the expected 160 pmol.  The results of this quenching assay confirm that 
HABA successfully maintained the binding capabilities of avidin during oxidation with sodium 
periodate. 
Based on the Purpald and B4F binding assays, the optimal conditions for avidin oxidation 
were determined and included protection of the biotin-binding site via addition of HABA prior to 
oxidation.  Briefly, as described in the Methods section, avidin in acetate buffer was protected 
with an excess of HABA before oxidation.  Oxidation was performed via sodium periodate in 
alkaline conditions and the presence of resulting aldehyde groups were confirmed via the 
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Purpald reaction.  The resulting OxAvidin-HABA was also able to maintain its ability to bind 
biotin due to the protection provided by HABA, as confirmed by the B4F assay. 
5.4  Summary and Future Directions 
In order to ensure the successful incorporation of various metabolic labels and DNA 
plasmids, the labeling protocol was adjusted to ensure maximum incorporation while 
maintaining cell health.  The concentration of nitrogen-15 sphingolipid precursors was doubled 
to achieve adequate rare stable isotope incorporation, while the concentration of oxygen-18 
cholesterol was maintained, over the same timeframe as previously reported.11  Transfection was 
performed after cells were incubated on glass and silicon substrates for at least 24 hours to 
ensure chips contained a sufficient density of healthy HEK cells.  Avidin must be protected with 
HABA during oxidation with sodium periodate to maintain the binding capabilities of biotin and 
successful oxidation was confirmed using a Purpald reaction.  OxAvidin protected with HABA 
maintained its ability to bind biotin, as confirmed by a modified B4F assay.  Future work should 
focus on optimizing conditions for the attachment of OxAvidin to gold nanoparticles and 
labeling cells with newly designed gold nanoparticles containing oxidized avidin, and the linker 




5.5  Figures 
 
Figure 5.1  Fluorescence microscopy images confirm the successful transfection and ER-
Tracker-labeling of HEK cells.  A.  Fluorescence of GFP-labeled Kv2.1 confirms its transfection 
and aggregation into micron-sized clusters on the cell surface.  B.  Transfection of BirA, 
responsible for the biotinylation of Kv2.1, is confirmed via labeling with streptavidin-Alexa 
Fluor 594 in the same clustered formation as Kv2.1 in A.  C.  ER-Tracker stain is also detected 
via fluorescence, but it exhibits a more diffuse fluorescence pattern, likely due to the presence of 
the endoplasmic reticulum throughout the cell.  D.  Merging these images on a bright-field image 
of the HEK cell confirms that the health of the cell is maintained following transfection and 
labeling, and that the GFP-Kv2.1 and streptavidin-Alexa Fluor 594 are co-localized at some 
sites.  Scale bar is 10 µm.   










Figure 5.2  Avidin-HABA can be distinguished from OxAvidin-HABA analyzed via Purpald for 
the confirmation of aldehyde groups produced from oxidation.  A.  When HABA is added to a 
solution of avidin to protect its binding site during oxidation, the resulting solution appears 
orange-pink.  B.  After oxidation, samples analyzed using a Purpald reaction appear purple and 
can be distinguished from the orange-pink of avidin-HABA.  Negative controls containing only 
buffer and avidin-HABA (left and center, respectively) do not exhibit the characteristic purple 
color due to a lack of aldehydes.  In contrast, on the right, OxAvidin-HABA appears purple 





Figure 5.3  Assays based on the fluorescence quenching of biotin-4-fluorescein were used to 
confirm the binding capabilities of avidin following oxidation.  A.  As a positive control, B4F 
was added to unoxidized avidin and intersection of the polynomial and linear curves occurred in 
the presence of 26 µL of B4F.  This corresponds to 112 pmol, which is in good agreement with 
the expected 160 pmol avidin present.  B.  The addition of biotin-4-fluorescein to a solution of 
OxAvidin-HABA resulted in similar curves that intersected at the addition of 36 µL biotin-4-
fluorescein.  This corresponds to 153 pmol OxAvidin-HABA, which agrees with the 160 pmol 
expected.  This indicates that oxidized avidin maintains its binding capabilities when protected 
with HABA during oxidation.  
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
Overall, this thesis explored various ways that mass spectrometry (MS) can be applied to 
image cellular lipids, organelles, and proteins.  Two different ionization techniques, desorption 
electrospray ionization (DESI) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), were utilized 
according to their unique characteristics and ability to image samples at different length scales.  
The use of various mass analyzers allowed for different levels of fragmentation and tandem MS 
capabilities.  Resulting images enable the localization of lipids in parallel with organelles, and 
progress toward protein detection in cell populations and single cells was achieved. 
Chapter Two detailed the growth of MDA-MB-231 cells into cell spheroids that were 
embedded and sectioned for DESI-MS imaging.  Resulting spheroids grew up to 1 mm in 
diameter and were imaged back-to-back to construct both two-dimensional (2D) and three-
dimensional (3D) images that localized lipid species to different regions of the cell spheroid.  
Many ether-linked lipid species, that have previously been implicated in the survival of cells 
during hypoxic conditions, were localized to the center of the spheroid where oxygen and 
nutrients are limited.  Lipid species belonging to other classes, based on their unique headgroups, 
were also identified throughout the spheroid.  Unfortunately, many species, including those 
located to the outer edges of the spheroid only, remained unidentified.  Future work should 
address the reproducibility of these results and focus on the characterization of the DESI imaging 
parameters to calculate lateral resolution. 
In Chapter Three, Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells were incubated with either 
unlabeled (natural abundance) or uniformly labeled carbon-13 fatty acids (UL-13C-fatty acids) 
and imaged using time-of-flight SIMS.  Various diglyceride (DAG) and triglyceride (TAG) 
species were identified based on their mass-to-charge ratio(m/z) and fragmented to identify fatty 
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acid species present.  Ion images localized DAG species and their fragments within the interior 
of the cell, and indicated that DAGs are native to the cells and not formed from fragmentation of 
phosphatidylcholine (PC), as well.  Future work should focus on additional fragmentation of 
species for better identification, with a focus on TAGs containing carbon-13 fatty acid species, 
and additional imaging for detection of lipid droplets. 
Chapter Four highlighted work also performed using TOF-SIMS with an application 
towards imaging the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of cells expressing junctions between the ER 
and the plasma membrane (PM), termed ER-PM junctions.  The ER-Tracker stain, typically 
utilized for its fluorescence, produced characteristic peaks that were identified in transfected 
HEK cells1  Resulting 2D images identified micron-size regions of the ER that were in close 
approximation with the plasma membrane and 3D visualizations confirmed the presence of ER 
tubules extending from the center of the cell towards its surface.  The parallel imaging ability of 
the PHI nanoTOF II Parallel Imaging MS/MS instrument2 highlighted allowed for differentiation 
between an ER-Tracker fragment and a native cellular peak, both at m/z 167.  Future work for 
this endeavor is addressed in Chapter Five, where the focus is placed on the incorporation and 
design of additional labels that are expected to be colocalized with ER-PM junctions.  This future 
work will utilize high resolution SIMS for imaging transfected cells further.  Future work should 
also address the ability of newly designed gold nanoparticles containing oxidized avidin to bind 
Kv2.1 on transfected cells at ER-PM junctions. 
In summary, this thesis has explored the application of various MS methods to imaging 
lipids, organelles, and proteins.  The ion source and mass analyzer chosen for a given imaging 
experiment can provide an abundance of information about species present in a cell population or 
single cell.  Labels, when required, should be designed to minimize interference with native 
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cellular function and can be repurposed from fluorescence detection to MS detection, as was 
accomplished.  MS imaging will continue to provide more information about the lipids, 
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